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This work was on the effect of electric current on the processing of ceramics. The 
focus was on electromigration/electrochemistry and plasma effects. 
While there is no solid evidence that there is plasma in Spark Plasma Sintering, 
(SPS), newer techniques e.g. flash, use different conditions so there is an interest 
in understanding the conditions under which a plasma forms. The minimum arcing 
voltage was found from literature to be from 10-15V for materials of interest. This 
is above that found in SPS (10V). However, due to the many contact points in a 
powder compact much higher voltages (50V) were required in practical 
experiments. Optical spectroscopy was used to verify the formation of a plasma, 
and emission peaks from the powder compact material were visible implying they 
were vaporised and formed the plasma. 
Electromigration was exploited to alter the oxidation of zirconium diboride, by 
passing current through the oxide layer (120µm zirconia base grown at 1200°C) 
oxygen could be pumped either away or toward the diboride bulk. Small cubes 
(3mm) of diboride had platinum foil electrodes applied on both sides and oxidation 
was performed at 1400°C for 5hr. Without a field the oxide grew to 360µm, by 
applying 10V and 100mA the oxide grew to 150µm under the +ve electrode but 
1400µm under the -ve electrode. Electrochemical reduction was believed to have 
occurred due to the electrical properties of the material changing during oxidation 
and visible blackening of the oxide. 





setup was developed. This used two plasma arcs as electrodes to heat and pass 
current through the sample. Various materials, currents and times were used, but 
the best result was with SiC:B4C which was sintered in 3s with 6A, the 
microstructure showed sharp grains, no segregation and limited grain growth ( 
initially 0.7µm SiC and 0.5µm B4C, this grew to 1.1µm and 1.4µm). This was the 
first recorded case of contactless flash sintering and the technique has the potential 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
This work is focused on the effect of current on the behaviour of ceramic materials. 
This is distinct from the more traditional field of electroceramics, which studies 
piezoelectric materials and other such functional materials. Electroceramics are 
normally dielectrics, so while under ac conditions a current can flow from the 
electrodes no current actually flows through the dielectric, and very large fields 
(kV per mm) can be applied. For this reason, studying current effects in ceramics 
might appear to be a foolish endeavour as most ceramics are generally considered 
to be insulators. However, there are several that are conductors at room 
temperatures (diborides and carbides) or semiconductors (SiC, B4C, and ZnO). 
Even those that are good insulators often become conductive at higher temperatures 
e.g. zirconia. Almost all ceramics and glasses are conductive in the liquid phase, so 
ceramics made by liquid phase sintering are likely to have some conductivity once 
their secondary phase melts or softens. Doping can also allow even good insulators 
to pass significant current at modest temperatures. Considering that most ceramic 
processing occurs at elevated temperature, the study of current effects is of some 
interest. Normally, ceramics are heated for processing using resistive heating 
elements to indirectly heat the materials as in conventional furnaces (radiative 
heating). As industries strive for greater efficiency there has been a shift to more 
direct methods to heat materials, either by thermal conduction heating, e.g. with 
hot dies or tooling,  or Joule heating generating heat inside the material to be 
processed. A variety of modern materials processing techniques result in either 
some current flowing through the sample or the sample experiencing an applied 






that the material can be processed differently or the final microstructure can be 
effected by the electric current. For the rest of this work these effects  are describes 
as ECEs, which includes any way that the flow of current can alter the material as 
compared to non-electric processing). 
  





Chapter 2. Review of Industrial Processes 
that are/ could be Affected by ECEs 
 Introduction 
Before attempting to exploit ECEs for new processes it’s important to know what 
electrical current assisted processes are already in use or development. This can 
best be achieved by a broad literature review. It is important to remain critical as 
while there are a great many papers reporting various proposed effects occurring 
during new electric current assisted processes, e.g. SPS and flash, it is important to 
look at all the possible processes that might have ECEs. For this reason some 
processes that are currently only used for metals but could be used with ceramics 
in the future are studied. Particular interest was paid to processes that are based 
around ECEs as the working principle of their operation. The various processes 
were split into groups according to how the current was applied to the material or 
the dominant mechanism. Once the various processes were identified, the possible 
mechanism behind them were investigated. Some simple calculations were found 
to allow the magnitude or likelihood of theses mechanisms to be evaluated for a 









 Bulk Current Processes 
 Flash Sintering 
In this setup a pre sintered, or green body sample is preheated in a conventional 
furnace and a relatively high voltage (100V 0.1-1A) is applied to the sample via 
platinum wire/foil1 as depicted in Figure 2.1. Above a critical temperature the 
material becomes sufficiently electrically conductive to draw enough current to 
initiate thermal runaway. The main process variables are electric field, current limit 
and preheating temperature. The process can produce the densification of materials 
in seconds. Newer derivatives also use pressure to aid densification, making them 
very similar to as SPS2. Not all materials can be processed with this technique and 
new materials are currently being investigated3-6. Current understanding  is that the 
material to be sintered should have a NTC of resistance profile as it encourages 
thermal runaway 7,8 . In flash sintering the all the current passes through the sample 
and densification normally takes 1-3s. There is much academic work ongoing to 
isolate the different mechanism that are at play and there have already been several 
reviews on the subject already9-11. Various ECEs have been associated with flash 
sintering. Plasma effects have been suggested to explain rapid sintering12 and 
optical emissions have been seen at the electrodes especially in glasses13 however 
alternate non plasma explanations for the emissions exist14. Electroplastic softening 
has also been suggested as a possible mechanism12,13. There is strong evidence of 
electrochemical reduction occurring at the electrodes15,16, but it’s not clear if it 





contributes to flash sintering or is just a by-product. 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of Traditional Flash Sintering Setup 
 Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) 
SPS is a sintering technique where powders (ceramic or metal) are loaded into a 





graphite die and punch set. They are then heated by application of a low voltage 
(typically below 10V at several kA) and the temperature is usually controlled by a 
pyrometer aimed at the punches or die. The process can sinter materials in minutes, 
typically used heating rates are ~100°C/min). Machines range from labs scale ones 
producing samples with dimensions of the order of 20mm to industrial ones that 
can achieve 400mm.  The proportion of the current passing through the sample 
varies according to the ratio of conductivity of the sample relative to the carbon 
tooling17. This means that unless the sample is conductive (the situation in Figure 
2.2 (b)), or becomes conductive above room temperature, very little current flows 
through the sample (Figure 2.2 (a)). Fast heating is achieved either through internal 
Joule heating, or due to the applied pressure ensuring good thermal contact between 
the  powder and the  hot graphite die 18.  This results in much shorter processing 
times, around 10-30mins, as opposed to many hours for hot pressing or pressureless 
sintering. SPS is normal attributed with various improvements in sintering speed 
and final density, over the years many different explanations/mechanism have been 
proposed to explain this. The process was actually named after the proposed 
mechanism,  sparking and plasma were hypothesised to clean the particles surfaces, 
but the consensus now is that that this is not the case19. There is, however, much 
speculation on other possible mechanisms (e.g. thermal hot spots20). The majority 
of the improvement is usually attributed to the effect of rapid heating altering the 
thermodynamic kinetics of sintering21, which is not a ECE. Recent advances with 
Flash SPS (FSPS) ensure all the current passes through the sample (Figure 2.2 (c)) 
increasing the probability of ECEs contributing to the sintering, due to the higher 





current density and greater effective voltage. 
 
Figure 2.2 Current distribution in various SPS configurations; (a) insulating powder (b) conductive powder 
and (c) conductive powder in FSPS. 
 Spot Welding 
In spot welding a transformer is used to reduce mains voltage to low voltages (~2 
V) but very high current (several kA) in the form of a single pulse (0.1-1s). Spot 
welding is a very clear case of localized heating. In the most common configuration 
two metal plates are clamped between two copper electrodes. A clamping force 
(applied with the soft copper electrodes) is used to ensure good electrical 
connection between the top and bottom electrodes and their respective metal 
(a) (c) (b) 





surface’s (Figure 2.3 (a)). However, at the interface between the two plates the 
contact pressure is much lower, resulting in a high interface/contact resistance. 
When current is applied this results in localized heating at the interface (Figure 2.3 
(b)),  which produces a weld nugget that propagates across the interface to produce 
the joint22. Some newer systems use capacitor discharge for spot welding. They are 
advantageous for precision work such as battery tabs and jewellery23, as the total 
energy supplied can be more carefully controlled. Seam welding is a continuous 
spot weld produced by using rolling electrodes. 
Figure 2.3 (a) Schematic of Spot welding of metals, (b) showing close-up of interface. 
 Electrical Upset Forging 
In this technique solid rods of metal are gripped circumferential and pushed into an 
(a) 
(b) 





anvil while applying a high current (several kAs at low voltage <10V). The material 
heats up and deforms, flattening as it’s pushed into the anvil (Figure 2.4). By 
applying heat in this manner greater deformation can be achieved at a lower force 
as opposed to traditional upset forging24 which can requiring several  cycles of 
heating and deformation. Electroplastic effects are expected to help the process, 
due to the high current density and high pressure25. 
 
Figure 2.4 Schematic of Electrical upset forging 
 Electric Current Assisted Wire Drawing 
This process is very similar to the electrical upset forging, but in this instance a 





current (several kAs) is pulsed through a wire as it is being drawn through the 
forming die (Figure 2.5). Pulsed current is used as current understanding is that the 
electro plastic effect (reduced yield stress) is mainly dependant on the maximum 
current26, and high continuous current would cause excessive heating/melting. This 
process in not yet used on an industrial scale. 
 
Figure 2.5 Schematic of Current assisted wire drawing 
 Plasma Processes 
 Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) 
EDM is a process where controlled arcing and plasma generation is used for 
removing material for net shaping. A pulsing power supply is used to rapidly ignite 
an arc in the gap between an electrode and the work piece/sample. A dielectric fluid 
is used to fill this gap, often de ionized water. The fluid is needed to flush out the 





removed material and to enhance the arc27. The effect of plasma in this process is 
undeniable, the voltage rises until breakdown of the dielectric fluid which causes a 
plasma to ignite in the gap. The large available current allows the plasma to rapidly 
expand, it can then evaporate and blast away material in the vicinity (Figure 2.6 
(a)). Once the pulse is over, the plasma extinguishes and the cycle can be repeated 
once the debris has been flushed away28 (Figure 2.6 (b)). Local melting at the 
surface of the arc crater is visible and can affect the material to a limited depth29. 
Micro cracks are produced due to the rapid heating and quenching, the effect is 
much reduced at very low pulse power levels. 
(a) 
(b) 





Figure 2.6 Schematic of the EDM process showing before (a) and after (b) a discharge 
A unique derivative of EDM is Electro pulse coating, which is EDM in reverse. A 
target electrode is rubbed against a work piece, and as the current is pulsed material 
is blasted off the target and deposits onto the work piece30. The morphology of 
these coatings is determined by the electrical parameters which are in turn effected 
by the plasma properties. Another derivative is the explosion wire technique, in this 
technique a large current is passed through a thin wire in an insulating medium 
(water, kerosene or inert gas). When the pulse of current is applied the wire 
evaporates, from Joule heating, and a plasma ignites from the metal vapour. As the 
vaporised metal cools it forms very small spherical powders31. These are then 
collected in the insulating medium. In this technique the thermal and electrical 
properties of the plasma is exploited to achieve incredible heating rates32. 
 Arc Melting 
Used predominantly for homogenising/purify samples. Here a high current (up to 
200 A for bench top units, Figure 2.7(a) and many kA for industrial billet making, 
Figure 2.7(b)) is passed directly through the sample using an arc. The sample is 
heated by the current flowing though it (Joule heating) as well as the heat 
transferred from the arc. However, the current is not distributed evenly, it is focused 
at the arc site and dissipates as the distance from the arc increases33. The region 
directly in contact with the arc is normally molten once the sample has heated up. 
The reason arc melting is used for homogenising samples is because by melting 





only a portion of a sample at a time it is possible to sweep dissolved species around 
in the melt. Dissolved gasses can also be removed by arc melting. 
The power of arc melting is to purify and homogenise materials. It has become an 
industrially important way to produce large billets (pictured in Figure 2.7a) of 
specialty alloys, like titanium and nickel super alloy. Another key feature of arc 
melting is maintaining the alloy composition. This is because there are no refectory 
surfaces for the alloy to react with, only water cooled copper. The water cooled 
surfaces also allow the microstructure to be controlled by adjusting cooling rate of 
the copper mould. 
On the lab scale, smaller machines (Figure 2.7(b)) are an excellent way to produce 
small quantities of exotic alloys from pure elements, even with very reactive 
elements like titanium. Alloys can be produced with very little loss of material, 
ensuring the starting composition is the same as the final alloy.  In arc heating a 
cleaning action can also occur as ion bombardment can etch and remove surface 
contaminants. This is most clearly seen in the cleaning action in TIG welding 
aluminium under ac34. Recently, this has been expanded to using a hydrogen 
plasma to selectively remove alloying elements35. Plasma has also been used to 
reduce metal oxides. By turning hydrogen gas into highly reducing atomic 
hydrogen species oxides can then be reduced into pure metal 36,37. 






Figure 2.7 Schematics of industrial (a) and lab scale (b) arc melting apparatus, Plasma is shown in blue, 
current is signified by arrows. 
 Electromigration and Electrochemical Processes 
 Anodic Bonding 
This is a process used in microelectronics where glass is bonded onto glass or 
silicon wafers to provide a hermetic seal. This is achieved by using polished 
parallel surfaces that are then pressed (low pressure) into each other at moderate 
temperatures (from 200°C to 500°C). This is insufficient to produce bonding, but 
on the application of a dc electric field (200V) the mobile species drift across the 
interface resulting in rapid bonding (10min) of the wafers/discs (Figure 2.8). When 
bonding Pyrex glass to a silicon wafer the sodium ions in the glass diffuse towards 
the electrode while oxygen drifts towards the Si. At the silicon wafer interface the 
oxygen will react with the Si forming silica glass, this results in a strong bond 
(b) (a) 





between the glass the grown oxide layer. Concentration gradients of sodium and 
oxygen are visible in the sample on cross sectioning38, this is clear evidence that 
electromigration has occurred and the ionic conductivity of the glass is responsible. 
 
Figure 2.8 Schematic of the anodic bonding procedure showing before and after the bonding 
 Electrochemical Refining 
Millions of tons of material are produced electrochemically each year. This most 
commonly involves reduction of metals from their ores39, most obviously 
aluminium and now titanium40. Electrochemical methods are also used for 
purifying and plating many other metals e.g. copper. The principle is usually to 
dissolve or melt the material that is to be reduced, to produce free ions of the 
material, i.e. making the material an ionic conductor. 
In an ionic conductor with two compatible electrodes on either side an applied 





voltage will cause the ions to drift towards their respective electrodes (Figure 
2.9(a)). Suitable electrode are needed as when the ions reach the electrodes they 
need to receive or loose an electron from the electrodes to be turned into their 
atomic form e.g. gas liquid or solid (Figure 2.9(b)). This process is very well 
understood for most basic reactions and electrochemistry is its own well 
established field and used extensively as an analytic tool41. In theory the reaction 
should require a set cell potential, however, in the real world a certain amount of 
over potential is required due to various losses inside the cell, e.g. polarisation42. 
For this reason predicting when and to what extent electrochemical reduction will 
occur in a scenario is no trivial task. 






Figure 2.9 Schematic of FFC Cambridge process, showing overall schematic (a) and the movement and 
reactions between species at various points from cathode to anode(b). 
 High Frequency Processes 
 Induction Heating 
Induction heating is a process where a sample is placed in an oscillating magnetic 
field. This induces a current inside an electrically conductive material which heats 
(a) 
(b) 





the material via joule heating, and hysteresis for ferromagnetic materials (Figure 
2.10). The main feature of induction heating is that the heat is not generated evenly 
like in traditional Joule heating. Due to the high frequency of the induced current 
the skin effect comes into play. The eddy currents in the sample generates an 
internal magnetic field, which repels the alternating current and causes it to become 
focused on the surface of the sample. The main reasons to exploit this effect is that 
it increases the local current density in the surface (potentially increasing ECEs), 
making the material behave as if its resistance was much higher. This higher 
effective resistance allows induction heating of copper and aluminium. The 
currents involved in induction melting metals is so high it can even allow them to 
be levitated, from the interaction of the induced current in the sample and the 
magnetic field from the coil. By levitation induction melting samples crucible 
contamination can be completely avoided43. 
The other key difference between dc heating and induction heating is the thermal 
gradient produced. This is exploited when heat treating steel, as it can produce 
surface hardened parts with a ductile and tough core44. Induction heating also 
allows much faster heating than radiant heating, and is one of the few non-contact 
way to heat a sample. Non conducting materials can be induction heated only by 
placing them in a graphite holder (a susceptor) which the transfers the heat to the 
sample. Using graphite tooling, where no current flows through the samples is how 
an induction hot press works. 





Figure 2.10 Schematic of Induction heating, showing current distribution inside sample 
 Microwave and RF Heating 
Microwave heating for industrial materials processing is usually focused on 
sintering. While materials can be sintered in a modified kitchen microwave oven45, 
purpose built industrial microwaves, both single and multi-mode exist. 
Multi-mode industrial sintering furnaces are very similar to a domestic unit in 
operation, Microwaves are fed in to a metal cavity where they bounce around 
randomly. When processing poor absorbers of microwaves, or particular rapid 





heating is required, single mode microwaves are used. Here the cavity is tuned so 
there is only one way for the microwaves to reflect around. The cavity resonates in 
a single mode allowing the EM field to build up resulting  in a higher power 
density46(Figure 2.11(a)). 
Microwave heating can either be direct, the sample absorbs the microwaves, or 
indirect, where the microwaves heat a susceptor material that then reradiates the 
heat onto the sample. As no microwaves actually interact with the sample in the 
indirect method it will not be discussed further in this work. In some cases a 
susceptor is used to provide a preheating of the material until it is hot enough to 
absorb microwaves itself, this is often referred to as hybrid microwave heating47. 
For direct microwave heating a variety of effects can be seen depending on the type 
of material being heated (Figure 2.11 (b)). For conductive materials, dense metals 
etc., most of the microwave power is reflected. While this produces little heating it 
causes high voltages to be generated anywhere where there is a sharp point 
(particles in suspension). If the electric field is great enough it will cause 
breakdown of the atmosphere and arcing which means local heating at that arc 
points48. For more resistive materials e.g. SiC, graphite or powdered metal, the 
microwaves penetrate some depth into the material49, inducing current flow in the 
material leading to joule heating. For dielectric materials there is no Joule heating 
but a different heating mechanism is possible.  For ceramic materials like barium 
titanate or PZT while they are good insulators for dc in ac they show a frequency 
dependant resistance or dielectric loss. Because of the high field and frequency that 
microwaves usually operate at (2400 or 900 MHz), this dielectric loss is sufficient 





to heat the material to sintering temperatures50. 
Looking at conceivable ECEs, there is always the possibility of arcing in 
microwaves,  whenever any region experiences microwave induced electric fields 
exceeding the dielectric breakdown of the or atmosphere. However, as arcing is 
detrimental to homogenous processing and can even lead to damage of the 
microwave equipment51 conditions are chosen to minimise this. 
 
Figure 2.11 (a) Schematics of a microwave heating apparatus and (b) the possible interactions of microwaves 
with different materials. 





RF heating is distinct from microwave processing as it uses flat plate electrodes, 
not a waveguide to couple the alternating field with the sample (Figure 2.12). 
Dielectric heating is due to rapidly activating the polarization mechanisms in the 
sample e.g. polarising one way then the other. The polarization will slightly lag the 
applied field, and as the frequency increases the lag becomes greater and greater 
and the loss increases accordingly. Therefore the ECE effects will depend on the 
polarization mechanism. Where ferroelectric domain switching is the main 
contribution to permittivity and dielectric loss it is possible for microware heating 
to affect the domain structure52. 





Figure 2.12 A schematic of RF heating 
 Secondary ECEs 
These refer to effects that occur as a result of current flow, but are generally 
indifferent to the actual mechanism of conductivity. 
 Magnetic Effects 
A magnetic field is generated whenever a current flows in a conductor. This effect 
is normally very small, however, for high currents this can generate a sizable 
Lorentz force. The induced magnetic field can also interact with the current 
producing it causing the current to concentrate on the surface of the conductor, this 
is called the skin effect. The Lorentz force can also generate a radial compression 
force on the conductor. For extremely high currents this force can implode the 
conductor. The radial Lorentz force can even be exploited to force a liquid metal to 
infiltrate a reinforcing body53. The magnetic field can also affect the magnetic 
properties of the material (switching domains) as well as interact with any magnetic 
defects etc. Induced magnetic fields can have further ternary effects due to 
magnetostriction effect, whereby the magnetic field physically distorts the material. 
 Peltier/Seebeck Effects 
These are well known interrelated effects whereby a thermal gradient is generated 
by application of current (Peltier), and conversely a voltage can be generated by 





the application of a thermal gradient (Seebeck).  This is the working principle of a 
thermocouple.  When heating thermoelectric materials with dc (for sintering etc.) 
the currents used can result in significant thermal gradients54.  Even some structural 
ceramics show noticeable temperature gradients during processing. The 
temperature gradient can alter the microstructure causing material transfer by 
vapour phase (condensing on the cool side) or causing uneven densification55. 
As can be seen above there are a variety of ways an electrical current can interact 
with a material and alter its behaviour during processing, its final microstructure 
and properties.  The following section looks in depth at the proposed mechanisms 
that might actually produce this interaction.  Details on how the proposed 
mechanism might work will be discussed, evidence for and against, as well as 
requirements for the effect to occur e.g. voltages, current density material type etc. 
 Different Proposed ECEs 
When talking about ECEs it is important to remember that Joule heating is an 
unavoidable effect. As the temperature gradient of internal Joule heating is 
practically impossible to recreate with external non Joule methods, it is very 
difficult to make true like for like comparisons. However, most of the effect 
discussed below show changes in materials response or properties that is far in 
excess of what any thermal affects could achieve. 
Another important thing to bear in mind when discussing ECEs is that in sintering 
and to a lesser extent joining is the surface of the particles or joint. It can affect the 





sintering rate, porosity and the final microstructure. So when discussing ECE a lot 
of focus is on the effect at the surface, interface or necks. 
 
This focus on the surface is very justified as a surface coating is almost always 
present. If the particles are handles in air then they will rapidly grow a native oxide 
layer. Even oxide materials are not completely free from surface layers either. The 
atmosphere also contains moisture and carbon dioxide, which can be adsorbed or 
react to form hydroxides or carbonates. 
For solid state sintering the effect is very pronounced as material will have to 
diffuse through the barrier that is the surface layer. This will tend to significantly 
slow diffusion, especially for metals as the oxides have much lower diffusion 
coefficient than the bulk metal56. However the oxides are not always stable so can 
dissolve or be reduced by the atmosphere, restoring higher sintering rates. 
Surface layers don’t have to be a disadvantage, by intently coating particles with 
an easy to decompose coating they can be protected from oxidation but allow easy 
sintering57. The surface layer can also be more active than the bulk enhancing 
sintering, for example adsorbed moisture can form hydroxide surfaces that are 
easier to sinter than oxides58. 
There has been substantial work on trying to manipulate the oxide layer or its 
behaviour. The choice of sintering atmosphere or how the powder is prepared and 
handled can play a large role in the surface layers and the resulting sintering. So 
it’s no surprise that electric current has also been used in an attempt to affect these 
surface layers. This is why there is such interest in EC processes that occur at necks 





and particle surfaces, anything that can disrupt or remove the surface coating can 
significantly affect the sintering. 
 
 Plasma Generation 
Plasma generation has been proposed as a possible explanation for the 
experimentally reported enhanced sintering of metals in SPS. When two conductors 
make contact and are then separated (either by being physically moved or 
overheating to the point of evaporation) then an arc can be struck between them. 
For this to happen there must be sufficient voltage to support an arc (see Chapter 
2.8.2 Table 2.2). The arc being very hot might evaporate and blast off any surface 
oxide on the particle surfaces and allow clean metal to metal (or ceramic to 
ceramic) contacts. This should produce superior sintering as there is no inhibiting 
oxide boundary. All materials have some surface coating be it oxide, nitride or 
adsorbed moisture. However the effect should be much more pronounced on 
materials with thick hard to remove oxide coatings, such as aluminium. For plasma 
generation and surface cleaning to occur various conditions must be met. The 
powder must be conductive, have an insulating oxide layer, contact must be made 
and then broken (via overheating or other ways), and the arc must extinguish 
rapidly (to avoid forming large nuggets). Given the voltage needed across a contact 
this is unlikely to occur in powder compacts without high voltages and currents. 





 Electrochemical Reduction 
If a voltage is applied across an ionic conductor that exceed the redox potential 
then the material can be electrochemically broken down into its constituents. This 
is a very well understood process and underpins vital industrial processes, like the 
production of aluminium and chlorine. However electrochemical reactions can 
occur in material processing without being immediately noticeable. The threshold 
voltage (not field) needed to split a compound is usually very low, about 4V will 
reduce most materials59. This means that electrochemical reactions could occur in 
practically any ECAS process when used on ionic conductors. Electrochemical 
reduction could be expected to produce a second phase or change the stoichiometry 
of the sample. This change might allow sintering at a lower temperature60 or 
compositional gradients to develop. 
 Local Melting 
When two particles are in contact then there will be a contact resistance, due to the 
reduction in cross sectional area at the neck and also due to the actual 
interface/asperities. This will produce local heating at the regions or higher 
resistance. The degree of local heating this results in will depend on; the thermal 
and electrical conductivity at the interface, the time scale of the applied current and 
particle sizes. Various models have been made of contacting particles and the 
general consensus is that local heating is only significant for large particles and 
very short current pulses. This however is contradicted by several, papers have 





reported experimental evidence of surface melting20,61 of sub 10µm particles. 
However direct temperature measurements (time and spatial) on this scale are very 
difficult so true experimental proof is lacking. 
 Calculating the Scale of ECEs 
Given the various ECEs that can occur when processing a sample it is important to 
have a sense of scale, i.e., which of these effect are liable to actually affect the 
material. For some ECEs this is relatively easy to determine, there are threshold 
values or simple equations, but for other effects complex models must be developed 
and verified with other experiments. 
 Evaluation of Ionic, electronic and mixed conductors 
Some ECEs are limited to only one conductivity mode for example 
electrochemistry can only occur for ionic conductors. So being able to tell if a 
material is an ionic, electronic or mixed conductor can rule out some ECEs. The 
conductivity mode of a material can usually be found in literature, but for novel 
compositions or at nonstandard temperatures/conditions this must be found 
experimentally. Impedance spectroscopy is a powerful tool for understanding the 
source and mechanism of conductivity in a sample, but it requires significant 
expertise to properly interpret the data62. Alternatively blocking electrodes can be 
used to stop either the ionic or electronic conductivity to find the ratio of 
conductivity modes. This is often referred as the Hebb-Wagner method, but it has 





many limitations and requires careful experimental setup63. 
To further narrow down the possible ECEs its necessary to look at the specific 
conditions used and how likely they are to activate a given ECE. Below is a 
collection of some relevant data and equations to evaluate the scale or likelihood 
of a given ECE effecting a sample. 
 Plasma 
The topic of plasma physics is very large, so this section will focus only on the 
relevant information and simplifications will have to be made. But as plasmas 
formed the basis of two later chapters, significant depth is required. A plasma is an 
ionized gas, and will respond to an electric field. While it is possible to produce a 
plasma without the application of electricity (flames contain a small degree of 
ionized species due to thermal excitation), it is far more common to use electricity 
or EM waves to ignite and sustain a plasma. In the case of SPS or other ECAS 
processes, direct electrical discharge is the driving force for the formation of a 
plasma. 
To calculate whether a plasma could affect a given electrical process its first 
necessary to know what kind of plasma could form. Plasmas are generally divided 
in to a thermal or non-thermal plasma. This is due to the fact that there are 3 types 
of species in a plasma, free electrons, ions and neutral atoms. As the free electrons 
are the lowest mass species, they are accelerated the most by the application of an 
electric field. This means that they absorb most of the applied electrical energy and 
then transfer it to the other species by means of collisions. In some of these 





collisions a neutral atom will be ionised and in others an ion will capture an electron 
forming a neutral. It is this interaction that release a photon of energy equivalent to 
the ionization potential. This is the origin of plasmas emissions, which forms the 
basis of many analytical techniques, e.g. AES and ICPS. Due to the kinetics of the 
collisions there can be a difference in temperature (average velocity) between the 
plasma species if the equilibrium cannot be reached (pulsed or ac power). For this 
reason non-thermal plasmas are often referred to as non-equilibrium plasmas. 
Given the conditions of most ECAS processes, a thermal plasma is likely to 
dominate, as non-thermal plasmas requires some special technique to ensure the 
electrons do not have time to transfer significant energy to the other species. 
Thermal plasmas on the other hand have are very similar temperature for all of the 
species, due to frequent collisions. For a thermal plasma at room pressure the 
temperature is very high, with 5000K being  near the lower limit of stability64. They 
can be produced with a simple dc power supply and are stable across a wide range 
of pressures. 
Even in a simple dc discharge systems there are several different plasma types or 
modes. These can be generated when two plates are separated in a controlled 
pressure environment. A voltage is applied between the two and the current is 
controlled by the power supply. As the current limit is increased, the change in 
voltage is recorded. Current control is needed due to the nonlinear behaviour of the 
curve.  The conditions under which the different plasmas are formed are illustrated 
in Figure 2.13. 
 






















Figure 2.13 . I-V curve for gas discharge modes at 1mBar, adapted from figures from Edbertho65 
The various modes of plasma operation are very affected by the atmospheric 
pressure. This graph is a typical one from literature, but is representative for most 
process that use a rotary vane vacuum pump (pressure near 1mBar). From Figure 
2.13 the voltages required for a given plasma mode can be compared with typical 





voltages found in industrial process. 
However the details of the plot in Figure 2.13 are very dependent on pressure. At 
atmospheric pressure the glow and arc discharge modes overlap. This means that 
for a given voltage and current the plasma can either be an arc or a glow discharge. 
In reality at atmospheric pressure only an arc discharge is stable. This is because a 
glow discharge is diffuse, and an arc is localised, so the glow discharge can collapse 
into an arc 66. The cause of this instability is because at low pressure (1mBar) the 
electron and ion/neutral temperatures are very different. However, as the pressure 
is increased the difference between them drops as there are more collisions65. As 
the neutral temperature increases (at pressures near 300mBar) the glow discharge 
becomes unstable as any hot spots result in thermal runaway. Hotter regions are 
more conductive so they draw greater current, giving the plasma a large NTC of 
resistivity. 
While Figure 2.13 can be used to tell what mode a plasma is likely stable in a given 
electrical process there is more to plasma than just stability. A plasma will not 
spontaneously form without something to ignite it. As can be seen from Figure 
2.13, even though an arc plasma is stable at less than 100V, if 100V is applied 
across a gap initially then only a dark discharge will be generated. To transfer from 
a dark discharge to an arc, the voltage must be high enough to forma a glow 
discharge, this can then degenerate into an arc. An arc is capable of being sustained 
with a low voltage because the plasma is very heavily ionized. There are lots of 
free electrons and the temperature is very high so it’s easy to ionize a neutral. 
However before an arc is struck the gas is cold so there is no thermal energy to help 





ionization and there are no free electrons. To ignite an arc electrons must be 
accelerated by a high voltage, this gives them sufficient kinetic energy so that in a 
collision with a neutral they can knock an electron off. The minimum accelerating 
voltage required to form an ion in a gas is called the breakdown voltage.   





2.8.2.1 Non-Contact Ignition 
For spontaneous breakdown, the required voltage is dependent on the gap distance, 
pressure and gas composition. This relationships is normally plotted on a Paschen 
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Paschen Plot for Argon
 
Figure 2.14  A Paschen Plot showing the minimum breakdown voltage of Argon adapted from Berzak et al67 
From Figure 2.14 the minimum breakdown voltage can be found, due to the shape 
of the curve no change in pressure or separation can produce a lower breakdown 
voltage (not field). However, lower pressures do allow a given voltage (as long as 
it is over the minimum) to produce a breakdown over a larger gap. The Paschen 
plot for various gases has the same general shape but different minimum voltages 
and scaling, these variable are listed in 






Table 2.1 Breakdown conditions for various gases at room temperature adapted from electrical contacts 
principles and applications68 
 
Plasma can be ignited by even lower voltages, the minimum breakdown voltage is 
much lower for metal vapours, however the metal needs to vaporized first. This can 
be achieved by passing a large amount of current through contact asperities. The 
current and voltage required to ignite an arc for various materials has been found 
empirically as it is of significant importance in the design of relays. Some of these 








Separation distance  for minimum 
breakdown voltage (at 1atm)  /µm 
Air(g) 327 7.5 
Ar(g) 137 11.8 
N2(g) 251 8.3 
H2(g) 273 15.1 




Sep ration distance  for minimu
breakdown voltage (at 1atm)  /µm 
i (g) 32 7.5 
Ar 137 11.8 
N ( ) 51 8.3 
H ( ) 273 15.1 
O2(g) 450 9.2 








Table 2.2 Arcing conditions for various metals, adapted from TE conductivity’s application notes on relay life69 
Material Arc voltage /V Arc current /A 
Cd(s) 10 0.5 
Cu(s) 13 0.43 
Au(s) 15 0.38 
Ni(s) 14 0.5 
Pd(s) 15 0.5 
Ag(s) 12 0.4 
W(s) 15 1 
 
  





While these values have been determined experimentally the value for minimum 
arcing voltage can be roughly approximated as the sum of the ionization potential 
and the work function potential. 
     ≈    +    
Where 
     is the minimum arcing voltage 
   Is the ionisation potential 
   is the Work function potential 
The physical reason for this is that for an arc to form sufficient electrons must be 
ejected from the electrode, the voltage must be greater than work function to 
saturate emission. These emitted electrons must be given sufficient kinetic energy 
to ionise the atoms of vaporized electrode surrounding them, this is equivalent to 
the first ionization potential. 
2.8.2.2 Other factors 
There are many other secondary factors that can affect the formation of plasma, 
perhaps the most important is the composition of the surface layer, the plasma 
formation is entirely dominated by the surface material (including oxides, adsorbed 
moisture etc.) not the bulk. While an arc can quite rapidly remove the surface layer 
it still dominates the ignition process, this is why relay contacts are often 
electroplated with noble metals. 
Other factors include the geometry, especially the surface finish, play a factor as 
sharp points act to concentrate the electric field which can lower the breakdown 





voltage (but not the arcing voltage).  Any source of free electrons or ions in the gap 
can significantly lower the breakdown and arcing voltage, e.g. ionizing radiation, 
photoelectrons etc. Finally extreme temperature can effect plasma ignition as 
thermal ionization lower the voltage and currents needed, however over 2000°C is 
need for appreciable changes. 
Practically all other factors will act to further increase the required voltage. For 
example the presence of a magnetic field will cause the flow of electrons to bend, 
resulting in them having to travel a further distance, increase the required 
breakdown voltage. 
 Electromigration 
The type of Electromigration exhibited by a material is dependent on its 
conductivity mode. For electronic conductors indirect electromigration dominates, 
however, the required current density is very high 1MA/cm2 70 and significant 
effects only seem to be seen for very small conductors.  The effect is much more 
pronounced at higher temperatures, especially if there is a liquid phase present, this 
lowers the required current significantly to 25kA/cm2 71) but this current density is 
still very high compared to most ECAS processes.  Another interesting feature is 
the effect seems to disappear under pulsed dc or ac, as the atoms can return to their 
equilibrium position when the current drops72. That is not to say that indirect 
electromigration can be completely ignored, in fact it has been exploited to separate 
out isotopes in molten metals73. 
The indirect electromigration force is the force applied to defects that is produced 












       is the force on the defects 
  Is the electron density 
   Is the defect density
 
  	Is the resistivity of the defects 
  	Is the resistivity of the bulk 
  	Is the rest mass of electrons 
  	Is the effective mass of electrons (due to relativistic velocity) 
   Is the charge on an electron 
E is the electric field applied to the bulk 
While this equation explains the indirect effect due to electron collisions, there is 
still the direct forces felt by the charged metal ions in the lattice. This is normally 
much smaller than the indirect one (which is already minor). 
    = 	−    
Where 
    Is the electrostatic force felt by the ions 
  Is the charge on an electron 
  Is the valence of the metal ion 
  Is the electric field strength 





While indirect electromigration dominates for metals the situation is reversed for 
ionic conductors. In ionic conductors the ions are not electrically screened by the 
delocalised electron sea, and there are no electrons to produce indirect migration. 
For ionic conductor’s, direct electromigration can occur, in fact for ionic 
conductors electromigration must occur for current to flow. The application of a 
field will cause the ions inside the material to move under the applied electrostatic 
force. Under steady state conditions (source and sink of ions at both electrodes) 












  is the gradient of species c (the charge carrier) over distance 
I is the current 
D is the diffusion coefficient of species c 
While this is the situation for a steady state these gradients can easily get locked in 
place upon cooling. This has been exploited to stain glass with ions of another 
species, producing a surface layer with different optical and electronic properties76. 
The amount of the diffusion species can be calculated using the above equation, 
allowing electrical control of the resulting ion depth profile.  Another issue is to 
know what happens at the electrodes, if and how are the ions replenished at the 
electrodes. To understand what happens at the electrodes and outsides of steady 





state the key is to understand the electrochemistry of the system. 
 Electrochemical Reduction/Oxidation 
Electrochemical reduction/oxidation is inherently linked to ionic 
conductivity/electromigration. Electrochemical redox occurs when an ionic 
conductor has been pushed too far, when the applied voltages is large enough to 
not only move an ion in the material, but also to oxidize/reduce it at one of the 
electrodes. If nothing replaces it then the material will become deficient in that 
species, sub stoichiometric. The voltage required to break the chemical bonding in 
a material can be calculated form standard electrode potentials found in relevant 
textbooks77. However, even for well understood systems there are many 
complications that can inhibit electrochemical redox e.g. concentration and bubble 
loses. The situation is only made worse when operating in non-standard condition, 
e.g. reactive atmosphere, mixes of compounds and complex electrode geometry. 
However, the standard electrode potentials are still a useful guide, as they are 
represent the lowest possible voltage that reaction could occur at, bar other sources 
of energy like thermal and chemical. 
 Electroplasticity 
Electroplasticity is related to electromigration, it can be understood as 
electromigration of dislocations. Most of the literature on this subject is for metals 
and the required current density is very high, of the order of 1-10kA/cm2 78. Also 





electroplasticity is normally associated with a reduction in yield stress of at most 
half79. This means electroplastic effects will be hard to detect experimentally unless 
the applied stress is at least half the normal yield stress. 
The most common explanation for electroplasticity is the electron wind effect. This 
is where electrons transfer momentum to dislocations and help to push them past 
pinning defects. The force the electrons transfer to the dislocations can be 
calculated according to the equations bellow. However for most materials the 
resultant force is insufficient to explain the results seen80. More recent work 


















   Is the electron drag coefficient 
   Is the strain rate occurring under current flow 
   Is the normal stain rate 
  Is the applied stress 
   Is the electron drift velocity 
   Is the dislocation drift velocity 
  Is the burgers vector 
There is some work on electroplasticity in ceramics,82 in most experiments the 





current used is lower but the field/voltage is much higher than in metals. The 
mechanism at play is likely to be significantly different due to the different 
deformations mechanism in ceramics. One explanation for electroplasticity in 
ceramics is that when high voltages are applied on an ionic conductor 
electrochemical reaction occur. So the material might not be reducing its yield 
stress/becoming plastic, but forming a new phase at grain boundaries that allows 
the grain boundary sliding to occur. 
 
 Secondary ECEs 
2.8.6.1 Skin Effect 
The skin effect is the tendency of current to concentrate on the surface of a 
conductor when carrying ac. It is normally ignored but is important at high 
frequency and currents.  Skin depth is the depth to which 63% (1 standard 
deviation) of the current flows within. It can be calculated using the skin depth 
equation given below83. A small skin depth with respect to the conductor size 















    is resistance of conductor as measured under dc  





    is the radius of the conductor  
  is the skin depth  
   is the frequency of the applied current  
   is the magnetic permittivity of the conductor  
   is conductivity   
This approximation is accurate when skin depth is moderate, less than half the 
radius. For higher frequencies (larger radius to skin depth ratio) the resistance is 
completely dominated by the skin depth. 
2.8.6.2 Lorentz Force 
Whenever a conductor carries a current it will generate a magnetic field. This 
magnetic field interacts with the current flowing, giving rise to the skin effect. It 
can also interacts with external magnetic fields, creating a force on the conductor 
called the Lorentz force. This force can be can be calculated from the below 
equation. 
  = Ι  × Β 
Where 
F is the force experienced by the conductor in N (Kgms-2) 
   is the length of wire in m 
Ι is the current in A 
B is the magnetic field strength in T (kgs-2A-1) 
The Lorentz force can also affect a material without the application of an external 
field. Here each part of the material is affected by the magnetic field of the other 





parts. The net effect is a pinching effect that pulls material inward to the centre of 
the current. This is call z pinch and can be used to create massive forces that can 
crush metal tubes. This principle is very important in plasma physics as a means 
of confining plasma. 
2.8.6.3 Peltier Effect 
When a current flows through a materials it can generate a temperature gradient 
through the Peltier effect. The charge carrier’s adsorb heat at one electrode and 
deposit it at the other, the effect is most pronounced for semiconductor materials. 
The effect can lead to uneven heating/sintering or thermally induced cracking54. 
While the Peltier effect is usually considered in reference to junctions between 
different materials, it is still valid for homogenous samples. This is because there 
is always a junction at the electrodes. To work out the magnitude of Peltier induced 
thermal gradients one can calculate the amount of heat pumped from one electrode 
to the other using the equation bellow. 
 ̇ = (Π  − Π )  
Where  
 ̇  is the heat generated at the junction  
Π and Π   are the Peltier coefficients of conductor A and B respectively  
   is the electric current (from A to B) 
The Peltier coefficient is not normally listed in literature but it can be calculated 
from the Seebeck coefficients that are more readily found in books on this subject 
84. The relationship is simply 





Π =    
Where 
Π is the Peltier coefficient in V 
 	is the temperature of the material in K 
   is the Seebeck coefficient in VK-1
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The above literature review focused on the various industrial processes that involve 
an electrical current passing through a sample during processing. The various 
proposed ECEs were outlined to try and pinpoint areas of interest. From this review 
Flash sintering was found to be a very active research area, with many competing 
explanations, most of which hinge on ECEs. Flash sintering is still in development 
and has not yet been commercialised despite some early work from Lucideon85. 
This makes it an excellent area for further work. 
SPS remains a very popular ECAS process and one of the most ill titled processes. 
While the current consensus is that there is no plasma or sparking there is still some 
controversy, a recent (2014) paper reports observing plasma effects86. Given the 
large volume of work on the topic (61,87-89),  the topic could do with a more in depth 
understanding of the properties of plasmas, the conditions they need to form and 
some reliable ways to identify a plasma. 
The industrial processes surveyed can be split into two types of process depending 
on how they were developed. There are processes where electricity was used as a 
convenient way to heat the material. They were often based on existing non 
electrical process, or where the current did not previously pass thought the sample. 
For these altered process once equipment had been developed interesting behaviour 
was seen and this was then explained as ECEs. Several of these process might not 
actually have ECEs, but simply different behaviour due to the thermal gradients/ 
heating rates that electrical heating allowed. On the other hand there were also 





process that were designed from the ground up to exploit a particular ECE that was 
already understood to some degree. These ground up process can be further divided 
into two branches; plasma based processes, which include EDM and arc melting, 
and electrochemical process which include electrochemical refining and anodic 
bonding.  While Electroplasticitiy might also be considered an interesting field of 
study, there is no simple means to isolate and identify the mechanism at play. 
Both plasma physics and electrochemistry are their own discrete branches of 
science and there is little that can be added to the fundamental understanding of 
these processes. However, as can be seen by the various processes listed above, 
there is scope to develop novel processing techniques exploiting these processes. 
With this in mind, the focus of this work was on gaining an understanding of 
plasmas with regards to material processing. This greatly informed experiments 
into plasma formation in SPS and related ECAS process. Once comfortable with 
the literature it was possible to develop novel uses for 
electromigration/electrochemistry and also plasma processing. These ECEs where 
chose at they have been shown to significantly alter the processing of materials, 









Chapter 3. Experimental Techniques 
 Intro 
As mentioned in the aims section this work will focus on several different ECEs, 
as a result several very different experimental setups and techniques were needed. 
To investigate plasma in SPS several experiments were undertake inside and SPS 
with fibre optic spectroscopy used to detect any spectral emissions typical of 
plasma. In an attempt to model a higher voltage SPS or other ECAS machine a 
mock sintering setup connected to a higher voltage PSU, with optical spectroscopy, 
was used. The voltages and currents applied were logged and spectroscopy was 
also used to evaluate the temperature at the powder contacts. 
To investigate electrochemical effect an electric current was passed thought 
zirconium diboride while it was heated in air. The current and voltages was 
measured during oxidation. The samples were cross sectioned and the electrical 
data was related to the thickness of the oxide layer under the cathode and anode. 
As a demonstration of the understanding gained from the earlier experiments on 
electrochemistry and plasma ECEs a Contactless flash sintering setup was 
developed. Here a slice of pours refractory ceramic (SiC and B4C) was heated from 
both sides by arcs, once the sample was sufficiently hot current was passed through 
the arcs and sample. This resulted in rapid densification as seen in flash sintering, 
but without any electrodes touching the sample. Voltage and current was recorded 







 Sample Preparation 
The purpose of this thesis is about the effect of electric currents on the processing 
of ceramics, but before anything can be processed a suitable sample must be 
prepared. 
To investigate plasma in SPS powders were used for testing as plasma was most 
likely to form at the contact points between hard particles. Initial experiments were 
attempted with copper powder, however, it showed no plasma emission even at 
50V. This could have been due to its low yield stress, melting temperature, 
resistively or other properties. This work informed the choice of ZrB2 and W for 
the later experiments Commercial powders were available for the materials of 
interest (tungsten and zirconium diboride, so no ball milling of synthesis was 
needed. Tungsten powder with an average particle size of 0.5 μm, and ZrB2 powder 
(Strack Grade B) with average particle size of 2.4μm were used in the experiments. 
In each experiment about 0.5-1.5g of powder was used. These materials were 
chosen because of their high melting points, 3683K for W and 3519K for ZrB2, this 
means that melting is unlikely to occur without the formation of plasma . Both have  
low room temperature resistivity (5×10-8 Ωm for W90 and 1.5×10-7 Ωm for ZrB291) 
and are significantly more conductive than the graphite punches. This meant that 







For oxidation testing under an electric field dense samples were needed of 
zirconium diboride, commercial powder was available, and the material had been 
sintered before in our lab so literature sintering conditions could be used. SPS was 
used as it provides a powerful technique to sinter such a high temperature ceramic. 
The ZrB2 used in this experiment was prepared by conventional SPS. ZrB2 powder 
(grade B from H.C. Starck GmbH) and was sintered under vacuum using 16MPa 
for consolidation. The sample was headed at 100°C/min to 2100°C and held for 
20mins before cooling (final relative density 98%). 
After preparing the ZrB2 it needed to be cut down to fit in the furnace sample 
holder. It was cut into 3mm cubes using a diamond blade. All the surfaces were 
polished with 1500grit diamond plates. The cubes were then partially oxidized in 
air using a tube furnace at 1200°C for 2h using a 10°C/min heating rate. This 
produced an even, thin (90µm) and continuous oxide layer, which was necessary 
to avoid short circuits when the field was applied. 
For contactless flash sintering the samples had to be pre sintered to a low density, 
CFS could then be used to achieve further densification. Pre densification is 
common to other flash sintering techniques but could potentially be replaced with 
cold pressing in the future. The electrical parameters used for flash sintering must 
be careful tailored to the properties of the sample being processed. The most 
important sample property was probably the resistivity vs. temperature profile. 
Contactless Flash sintering being a newly developed process, meant lots of 
different materials were initially tested before settling on 3 materials for in depth 






experiments is summarized in Table 3.1. Most of these samples did not survive the 
processing, so there was not any way to get meaningful microstructure analysis. 
However their behaviour during processing is summarised in to show the 
limitations of the CFS setup in its current incarnation. The main cause of problems 
was the high temperature of the preheating arcs. For this reason while this is 
primarily a table of failures it shows the potential of the process if different methods 
were used to generate more appropriate plasma electrodes. 
Table 3.1 Table of the various materials that were tested with CFS and their behaviour under preheating arcs 
and FS PS. 
Material Sintering Behaviour 
ZnO Evaporated under the preheating arcs. 
ZrO2, 3YSZ 




Glass phase bubbled under the preheating arcs, boiled 
vigorously under even lowest flash currents. 
ZrB2 
Required large current to heat, resulting in significant 
surface melting and issues with the tungsten electrodes 
melting. 
 
The three main materials tested were chosen due to their high temperature stability, 






conductivity at high temperatures so that preheating can penetrate the thickness of 
the sample. 
Commercial powers were available for pure SiC and B4C and they were used as is, 
the composite material was produced by ball milling, a rotary mill was used as only 
mixing was required, not particle size reduction. The powders were 150g of each 
power was weighed and mixed in a 2L plastic jar with ≈600ml of ethanol (enough 
to form a low viscosity paste) 500g of SiC balls (diameter 2-10mm) were added. 
The jar and contents were milled of 18h at ≈200RPM, 
Because of the choice of material for this work (SiC and B4C, both high temperate 
hard to sinter materials) SPS was needed to produce 65-70% dense discs (60Ømm 
by 20mm. These were then ground and cut into thin slices, (18mm by 1.8mm by 
≈40mm) using a diamond disc. After cutting, the samples were dried in an oven 
prior to flash sintering to ensure there was no residual moisture that could cause 
cracking under the arcs. 
The materials used and the sintering conditions are summarized in Table 3.2 It is 
worth noting that the samples were partially sintered so that they had sufficient 
mechanical strength to be cut to shape. Potentially a cold pressing technique could 
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 Experimental Methods 
 Plasma in SPS 
As this work is comprised of various different investigations this necessitated very 
different experimental setups. For investigating plasma formation in SPS data 2 
types of experimental setups were used, with several minor variations on both. In 
the first a fibre optic spectrometer was places in a traditional SPS setup, in the 
second a higher voltage was used in a mock SPS. 
Several preliminary configurations were tested before settling on the main two 
configurations used. These early experiments showed neither particularly rapid 
heating nor plasma emission but helped in the evolution of the work. The SPS used 
in this work was a FCT HP D 25 from FCT Systeme GmbH, Germany. The machine 
is limited to a maximum voltage of 10V but the power was limited to 50%. 
However due to the short processing time and the way the SPS is controlled the 
actual voltage and current varied. As mentioned earlier, the atmosphere can have a 
large effect on plasma properties and its ignition93. Normally SPS is used in vacuum 
but argon is sometimes used and has lower a breakdown voltage so both conditions 
were tested. All results discussed in later chapters were done at 0.9Bar argon but 
preliminary tests at 1mBar vacuum, showed identical results. The voltage and 
current were logged by the equipment every second. A fibre optic probe was placed 
inside the powder compact and logged 10x a second.  Initially a standard 20mm 






powder and pressed under 20MPa. This configuration is typical of conditions used 
for most SPS sintering runs. This did not show any emission until the top pyrometer 
was reading over 1000°C and then only black body radiation. 
As a result in an attempt to maximize the current density and voltage drop, the 
graphite die was removed so that all the current would flow through the powder. A 
side benefit of this setup was that it allowed a more direct quantification of 
electrical parameters acting on the particles. No plasma emissions were visible but 
a possible cause was found. The voltage measured across the powder was very low 
(<1V) because of the low resistance of the powder. The resistance of a powder 
compact is known to be very affected by the applied pressure, which lead to the 
final SPS configuration. The final SPS configuration (1) was designed to reduce 
the contact pressure acting on the particles; two glass slides of 1mm thickness were 
used as electrically insulating spacers. This configuration is sketched in Figure 
3.1(a). 
Since the upper voltage of our SPS equipment is limited to 10V, to apply a higher 
voltage a different dc power supply was needed. In configuration (2) a 50V PSU 
was used (model ZXY6020S), experiments similar to configuration (1) were 
carried out inside a quartz tube with flowing argon (4Lpm). To limit oxygen ingress 
a pressure of 1.1 Bar absolute was used. This setup is shown in Figure 3.1 (b). The 
power was supplied through the two sealed flanges and the fibre optic cable was 
fed through a hermetic port. The carbon punches where clamped together. The 
power supply was set to a voltage of 50V and the current limit was set to 60A. The 






The voltage and current limits were chose to maximize the chance that the voltage 



































Figure 3.1Renderings of the two configurations used to detect plasma, Top (a) for use in SPS and below (b) 







 Oxidation under an electric field 
Typically electromigration and electrochemical reduction require much lower 
voltages and currents than plasma effects, but take much longer time to produce 
noticeable changes, electromigration effects also don’t require particle contacts, 
and the situation is simplified in the case of bulk materials. For this reason the 
configuration used in this electromigration oxidation experiment were very 
different from the Plasma in SPS work. In this work current was passed through a 
sample of oxidized zirconium diboride with the aim of exploiting the 
electromigration of oxygen in zirconia (the oxide that grows on zirconium 
diboride) to reduce the oxidation of the sample. 
The experimental setup used in our investigation is shown in Figure 3.2.  It allows 
the evaluation of the effect of field in both polarities at the same time. With a 
negatively charged ZrB2 in the middle and a positively charge platinum foil at the 































While it might have been preferable to have a platinum wire connected to the centre 
of the ZrB2, this was not practical as at high temperatures (1400°C). The problem 
is oxygen can diffuse through platinum and 
Electrical contact with the sample was made via platinum foil electrodes (Sigma 
Aldrich thickness 0.05mm, purity 99.99%).  To ensure good contact, the platinum 
Figure 3.2 Schematic of the experimental setup used for oxidizing ZrB2






foil electrode was pressed with a spring load against the top and the bottom surfaces 
of the ZrB2.  The platinum foil was folded over an alumina foam separator to allow 
the sample to be removed from the setup. This was required as otherwise the 
platinum foil and electrode welded together at high temperature.  The assembly 
was then loaded into a vertical tube furnace, with an open bottom exposed to a 
normal air atmosphere. It was then heated at 10°C/min to 1400°C, it was held at 
this temperature for 5 hours, and then cooled at 10⁰C/min to room temperature. 
The oxidation temperature was chosen after several preliminary experiments. It 
was found that lower temperatures produced too little oxidation to accurately 
quantify the electric field contribution and higher temperatures resulted in a very 
fragile samples. A 5 hour holding time was chosen as it shows a clear difference 
due to polarity without excessive growth of oxide under the negative electrode. 
During the duration of the heat treatment a voltage was applied to the sample using 
a power supply (Agilent E3645A) operated with voltage and current limits, 10V 
and 100mA. These settings were also chosen based on preliminary testing. Higher 
voltages were found to be unnecessary as the current limit dominates the behaviour. 
Lower current limits gave uneven samples as the current flow concentrated in 
certain areas. Higher currents lead to even greater acceleration under the negative 
electrode, producing samples that were too fragile.  A data logger (National 
Instruments USB-6221) was used to record the local temperature next to the sample 








 Contactless Flash 
The contactless flash sintering technique was developed to pass current through a 
sample without directly touching it, instead passing the current through plasma on 
either side. The configuration used was developed incrementally but only the 
finalized design will be discussed. A schematic of the experimental set up used for 
CFS is shown in  
 
 
Figure 3.3. The experimental procedure was to load a pre-compacted sample into 
a ceramic holder. The sample was placed under the arcs using a 3 axis positioner.  
The two arcs were ignited in turn and the sample was then raised up so as to be in 
between the arcs, equidistance between them. The sample was preheated for 5s and 
then the flash power supply was activated with a set current limit (e.g. ≈6 a) for a 
fixed period of time (e.g. ≈2, 3, 4 and 5s). The hold time of 5s was chosen so the 
preheating temperature would be consistent and stable (see Figure 6.3). The 
electrode and torch spacing’s were chosen according to some preliminary 























Figure 3.3 (a) schematic of the plasma flash experimental setup. Two isolated transformer welders were used 
to generate two electric arcs, a flash power supply was used to pass current through the sample. (b) A photo 
of two twin torches and processed sample. 
To start the experiment an arc was struck between the two tungsten rods. This was 
achieved by shorting them out with a carbon rod and then breaking the contact. 
This is based on a common procedure in TIG welding called scratch start. Once 
both pairs of torches were lit, the sample was inserted between them. The distance 






and was used for all experiments unless otherwise stated. If the separation was too 
great then there was insufficient preheating. Another issue was that as the distance 
from the tungsten electrodes increased the conductivity decreased, for distances 
greater than 14mm there was poor electrical contact through the electrodes. The 
issues of preheating also affects the optimum thickness of the sample (1.8-2mm) 
for a particular configuration, thicker samples did not allow the heating to penetrate 
all the way through the sample. 
The ac transformer welders (used for preheating arcs) were both set to 40A to 
control sample heating and wear of the tungsten electrodes. The arc gap (distance 
between the two tungsten rods in each pair of TIG torches) was chosen to produce 
a well-defined two zone plasma plume. It could not be too large or it destabilize 
the arc, 1-2mm was found to be a good range, only needing occasional adjustment 
as the tungsten rods wore down. The argon flow rate (1L/min) and cup size (no4 
gas lens, diameter 6.35mm) were adjusted to provide sufficient coverage to avoid 
oxidation of the sample and tungsten. Gas flow speed had to be kept low to allow 
easy ignition of both pairs of torches. Under these conditions and given the 








Figure 3.4 plot of the ac waveform of the transformer welder. The root mean square (rms) value of current is 
included for comparison. Combined with the rms voltage, measured from the isolated multi meter, the real 
power was calculated 
The flash sintering current was supplied using a super 200p 4 in 1 welder. The 
currents in the two plasma arcs and the flash sintering current were measured using 
hall effect sensors (allegro microsystems, LLC acs758lcb-100b) connected to a 
data logger (national instruments usb-6221). The preheating temperature was 
measured in a separate experiment using a k type thermocouple 1mm in diameter 
embedded in the sample. 
 In Situ Analysis 






allowed understanding of the processes and also the sequence of events which 
provided invaluable insights 
 AES 
Optical spectroscopy works by passing light through a fine diffraction grating, this 
causes the light to spread out according to its wavelength, just like a prism. The 
diffracted lights is then reflected by a series of mirrors that act as lenses, causing 
the wavelengths to further diverge. The light is then focused on a Linear CCD, a 
1D camera. Each pixel only captures light from a very narrow range of wavelengths 
so the full spectrum of the light can be found by measuring the intensity of light at 
all the pixels. 
Optical spectroscopy when used to detect atomic emission is called AES. Optical 
emission occurs whenever an electron drops from an excited state to a lower one. 
This can occur in plasmas, due to thermal excitation, and also from photoemission 
during charge recombination. The wavelength of light emitted is equal to the 
energy drop the electron experiences. This means that the wavelength is not only 
dependant on the element but also the charge state/ chemical bonding of the atom.  
Emission can occur from molecules as well as atoms and ions. While each emission 
is unique for a given atom due to the limited resolution of a spectrometer, theses 
peaks often overlap. This can make identifying species very difficult to do 
manually. The wavelength resolution of a spectrometer can be adjusted by using 






smaller grating produces more accurate resolution for wavelength at the expense 
of total light intensity. This lower intensity can in turn be compensated for by 
increasing the integrating time. Higher integration times come at the price of an 
increased thermal noise floor. For this reason it is often unavoidable to have 
overlapping peaks. Fortunately software exists to automate the peak identification 
process (plasus specline). When using software identification it is important to do 
some reasonable manual filtering by only selecting elements that are possible in 
the sample.                    d                                     
Optical spectroscopy can also be used in a more quantitative method to evaluate 
plasma temperatures. This requires some knowledge about the local conditions of 
the plasma and only hold for certain situations, e.g. thermodynamically stable 
conditions. Plasma temperature can be calculated by looking at the relative 
intensity of the various ionic species and using those values that in the Saha 
ionization equation94.  The relative intensity of atomic emission peaks can also be 
used for chemical analysis, and this forms the basis of ICPS. The intensity of ion 
emissions peaks must first be calibrated against known values and can then be 
compared to a table of relative intensity (found experimentaly95) to calculate atomic 
concentrations. These relative intensity tables exist only for certain conditions of 
plasma that are used for ICPS. A similar situation exists for glow discharge analysis 
of metals, where a glow discharge is used to slowly erode material from the surface 
of the metal. Spectroscopy can  then be used to find the composition vs. depth 
profile96. 






allowed direct observation of phenomena occurring during electric discharge. By 
placing the fibre inside of the compact, emission from particle contact points could 
be capture, as show in Figure 3.5. These emissions would likely have been missed 
if the spectra were collected only from the surface. 
 
Figure 3.5 A schematic of how Fibre spectrometry allows collection of spectra inside the powder compact 
To ensure that the very beginning of the sintering was captured, the spectrometer 
was set to start capture before power was applied. Aiming for reliable data, for each 
configuration five samples were tested. For each sample run 200 spectra were 
collected. Each spectrum was integrated over a duration of 100ms. The 
spectrometer collected emission spectra in the range 180-1100nm; data was mainly 
plotted over the range 300-925nm, where it could be accurately calibrated. The 






Anglia Instruments. It was used with a 2m long fibre optic cable with a bare fibre 
diameter of 650µm. A diffraction grating of 25µm was fitted to allow the maximum 
amount of light through the grating while still producing sufficient wavelength 
resolution. The relative intensity vs. wavelength was calibrated using an AvaLight-
HAL, 10W Tungsten Halogen Light Source at a temperature of 2450K. Plasus 
Specline software was used to match the Atomic Emission spectral peaks. Specline 
uses several open access databases for peak matching 97-100 . 
The temperature of the particles was calculated by plotting intensity vs. wavelength 
and using a fitting function based on Planck’s law to interpret the black body 
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Where 
   is the intensity at a given wavelength 
ℎ is the Plank constant 
  is the speed of light in a vacuum 
  	is the Boltzmann constant 
  is the absolute temperature 
 
As the numeric aperture of the fibre optical cable and assembly is unknown the 
absolute intensity is unknown but the relative intensity can still be used. This meant 
there were two variable that had to be fitted for, an intensity scale factor and the 






temperature measurement without knowledge of the emissivity, as the shape of the 
spectrum is analysed not the magnitude. This approach also means any deviation 
from grey body behaviour is easily spotted as the function will not fit properly. The 
accuracy of this method was verified by aiming the spectrometer at the graphite die 
surface and comparing the temperature measured to the side-entry pyrometer built 
into the SPS. 
 Data logging 
While data logging is a relatively simple concept there are several pitfalls and 
limitations (studied in depth in books on the subject102).  While one might expect a 
data logger to behave like a set of multimeters, most multimeters have various 
filters and signal processing built in. To achieve similar performance from a data 
logger the correct filtering and processing need to be designed. The raw nature of 
data logging is most obvious when analysing ac voltages/currents. A rough guide 
is the data logging frequency should be 10x the ac frequency to accurately recreate 
the shape of a sine wave. The required sample rate can be calculated for arbitrary 
waveforms using the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem103. Once the data is 
sampled, the true rms values should be calculated as its one of the most important 
factors, it is analogous to the equivalent dc value. Filtering is also important for 
small signals e.g. thermocouples. If one has an idea of the frequency range of 
interest, then a FFT filter can be used to remove noise outside of that range. This is 






data files, it is useful to capture at a high rate, perform signal processing and only 
save the processed data at a lower rate. 
The other complexity with data loggers is isolation. Most data loggers share a 
common ground between the various channels, and even differential inputs are not 
fully isolated from one another. This leads to various issues when trying to measure 
several signals from the same circuit. Problems occur if there is a voltage between 
the grounds on the data logger. If this is the case then current will flow through the 
data logger potentially damaging it and definitely degrading the signal measured, 
introducing common ground noise.  One countermeasure is to use fully isolated 
data loggers, but even they have limited capacity to resist high voltages. 
Alternatively, isolated current meters or optically isolated voltage measuring 
techniques can be used, but these bring limitations in response time and syncing. 
Throughout this work a National Instruments usb-6221 was used for data logging. 
It is rated for ±10V and each channel is isolated from ground up to 60V but the 
individual channels are not isolated from each other. The data logger was set to use 
differential measurements and was capable of reading thermocouples directly 
without an amplifier. When higher voltages were measured (for high voltage setup 
in Chapter 4 and the contactless flash setup in Chapter 6) the voltage was connected 
to 10:1 fixed resistor voltage divider. To measure large currents while maintaining 
isolation (needed in the contactless flash setup in Chapter 6) Hall current sensors 
were used. These use the Hall effect to detect the magnetic field induced by current 
flowing in a wire. By placing the wire inside the sensor but electrically insulated 






measure ac or pulsed dc the data logger was configure to recorder 10k samples a 
second, a FFT filter was then used to calculate the rms value. The rms value was 
saved 10 times a second and that is what was plotted. 
 Ex situ Analysis 
While as much data as possible was gathered during the experiments one of the 
most useful techniques in material science, imaging a polished cross section, has 
to be done after. 
 Cross Sectioning and Polishing 
In this work it was necessary to evaluate the density and microstructure throughout 
the sample, due to inhomogeneous composition and density. To get a representative 
view of the sample internally there are two approaches, fracture surfaces where a 
sample is broken in two, or cross sectioning, where the sample is cut with a 
diamond saw and polished. 
Only the samples processed in Chapter 4 were not cross sectioned, and this was 
because they were mostly loose powder with the occasional nugget of dense 
material, so could not be reliably cut. The value of cross sectioning is that it 
provides a much more representative view of the internal structure of a sample. As 
opposed to fracture surfaces, which are inherently biased as they form by a crack 
following the path of least resistance. Cross sectioning is also a much more reliable 






Fracture surfaces do have some advantages when it comes to grain size analysis 
but only if the fracture is consistently intergranular. 
One unfortunate limitation of cross sectioning is that it requires extensive polishing 
to reveal all the features. This is not always possible to achieve. When there are 
soft and hard material together the softer material will be removed before the hard 
one and it can end up smeared over the surface. Grain pull out can also cause 
problems in sample with weak bonding between grains or secondary phase’s 
precipitating at the grain boundaries. This is particularly bad with porous samples 
which are inherently very weak at the grain necks. Issues with porous samples can 
be improved by embedding them in resin but this comes with its own set of 
drawbacks, the resin can cause charging during imaging and affect EDX analysis. 
However embedding in resin was required for the diboride samples in Chapter 5 as 
the samples were very fragile requiring resin to be applied before they could be 
safely removed from the equipment. The resin also ensured the electrodes stayed 
in position during cutting, allowing the contact points to remain undisturbed. 
In this work superior results were seen using solid electroplated diamond discs of 
high grit number as opposed to more conventional felt pads. Felt pads were too 
flexible so tended to produce more uneven material removal. This was an issue 
when polishing dissimilar materials or porous samples such as the oxide scale on 






 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
SEM is usually operated in two modes (secondary and backscattered) with a third 
EDX mapping being possible on some units.  In this work, the Backscatter mode 
was used extensively for several reasons. The phase contrast provided is more 
important for polished samples, where there is limited topography. Back scattered 
mode also provides some advantages when dealing with porous samples. Due to 
the ballistic path of the backscattered electrons it effectively allows only the very 
top surface to be imaged. Higher voltage allow greater brightness and phase 
contrast.  These trade-offs explain the conditions used in the different sections of 
this work. For imaging the loosed powder and nuggets in Chapter 4 secondary 
electrons were used with a low acceleration voltage (10kV) to get crisp topological 
imaging at high magnification. In Chapter 5 20kV backscatter imaging was used to 
get high phase contrast between the different layers in the oxide scale, and low 
magnification was mostly used. In Chapter 6  30kV backscattering mode was used 
to get the maximum phase contrast due to the small difference between Si and B.  
A spot size of 3.5 was used throughout as it was one of the least worn and provided 
a good trade off of resolution and brightness.  Optical microscopy (Nikon smz-10) 
was also used on some sample as only low magnification was needed and it 
provided extra contrast showing the blackened region of the oxidized sample and 
the extent of arc damage in the contactless flash sintered samples. 
 





Chapter 4. Plasma in SPS 
 Introduction 
With the many various ECEs discussed earlier, it is important to focus on areas of 
particular interest. As mentioned in Chapter 2.3 plasmas have been exploited to 
develop processing techniques with unique and powerful features. EDM can 
machine materials irrespective of their hardness and has significantly changed the 
way dies are made for the plastic industry104. Because plasma formation can have 
such significant effects on materials, but is too complex to fully model (in most 
cases), it has become a go to explanation for any anomalous behaviour seen in any 
electrical material processing technique. Plasma effects have been proposed to 
occur in many processes without much regard for whether the conditions actually 
make plasma possible. Given that plasmas can be detected by spectroscopy, this 
means that with some careful experimental design it is possible to conclusively rule 
out plasma effects in various process, insomuch as it is possible to prove a negative. 
Plasma effects have always been discussed when mentioning SPS (it’s in the name), 
although the current consensus is that they are non-existent or at most have minimal 
effects on the process. Most existing research has focused on whether there is or is 
not a plasma generated during SPS. In this work the conditions that are required to 
produce a plasma and the properties of the plasma that is liable to form in certain 
ECAS processes were investigated. The reason being that while SPS is a 
particularly common ECAS process, a wide variety of new processes are becoming 





prevalent, from flash sintering to capacitive discharge sintering. The hope is that 
this work will provide a framework for others to evaluate the effect of plasma in 
other processes and conditions. 
SPS is used extensively for densifying powders, especially for research 105. 
However, scale up is happening as ever larger machines are being made106, and 
increasingly companies are exploiting SPS’s advantages for production 
manufacturing. The most obvious alternative to SPS is hot pressing, however, there 
are several advantages of SPS compared to hot pressing, including reduced grain 
growth and increased density for a given temperature. The improved properties of 
SPSed materials have been explained by several effects related to the process. 
These effects includes rapid heating and more unclarified field effects such as 
electroplasticity and electromigration, and plasma formation 107. However, the line 
between SPS and hot pressing has become blurred recently with induction hot press 
machines able to achieve rapid heating similar to SPS. Over 100°C/min is easily 
achived108 with induction hot press which is a commonly used SPS heating rate. In 
a more uncontrolled fashion even higher heating rates are possible over 
500C/min109. Induction hot pressing does not apply a field or current to the sample, 
so the improved sintering performance cannot be attributed to ECEs. Induction 
heating has also been used in conjunction with SPS to form hybrid SPS. This uses 
induction or radiant heating to reduce temperature gradients during sintering110, as 
induction and radiant heating are surface effects. 
Even if the presence of plasma during ECAS remains to be proven, in the literature 
several theories about the generation and possible role of plasma in enhancing 





sintering have been hypothesised. A common one is that when current flows 
through powders the contact points, having higher resistance, locally reach 
temperatures sufficient to boil or sublime at the surface of the particles. The 
resulting gases are ionized and form a plasma, through which a current flows. The 
electrical resistivity of a plasma is of the order of 10-2 Ωm to 10-4 Ωm 111 compared 
to an unsintered metal powder compact, which can vary from 10-4 Ωm to 1 Ωm 112. 
So once a plasma is formed it can offer an effective path for current flow.  
Alternative theories suggest that the surface oxide coating on particles forms a 
dielectric barrier that breaks down under the applied electric field. Once the 
dielectric fails it generates an electric arc resulting in the formation of a plasma 
113,114. The plasma then promotes removal of surface material, cleaning the surface 
allowing improved diffusion and sintering. 
Most theories of plasma enhancement in electric current assisted sintering suggest 
that a plasma would only exist in the first sintering stage. During the second and 
third stages the formation of a plasma is unlikely to happen because a relatively 
dense conductive sample simply behaves as an electric conductor. While a 
compressed metal powder compact’s resistance might be 10-4 Ωm to 1 Ωm, once 
the sample is sintered and nearing full density the resistance is likely to be 10-6 Ωm 
to 10-8 Ωm. While plasma formation in SPS itself is still an open topic for debate 
in the scientific community, several papers have been published presenting indirect 
evidence of plasma formation 115,  such as localized melting 116. On the other hand, 
Hulbert et al 117 reported evidence of the absence of a plasma in SPS. One issue 
with this work is they attempted to observe plasma formation at a later stage of 





sintering rather than in the very initial stage. 
Within the field of ECAS a wide range of equipment designs have been developed 
118. Voltages ranging from 1 to 103V, and current densities of up to 106A/cm have 
been used. Furthermore, variations in the waveform, pulse discharge, pressure and 
atmosphere have been used. At present ECAS process of the SPS type, employing 
voltages below 10V dominate commercially. However there is a growing interest 
in higher voltage sintering techniques as demonstrated by a growing number of 
publications on flash etc. 119 . One explanation of the name SPS comes from K. 
Inoue 120 who patented a process named Spark Sintering in 1967. In this setup 
voltages greater than 50V were employed for sintering metallic powders. In the 
patent 50V dc was used with a 120V ac wave of frequency 400 Hz superimposed 
on it, the higher voltages used then might well have caused sparking and plasma. 
While this work focused on SPS and related processes, it is worth considering the 
various processes summarised in Table 2.3. A Wide range of conditions have been 
used, but low voltages (10V) and high current (<1kA) power supplies are the most 
commonly used. 
This work attempts to observe in-situ the possible formation of a plasma when 
electric currents are forced to pass through conductive particles. Unlike previous 
investigations, special attention is given to the very first stage of sintering, before 
necks have formed. The effects of pressure (pressureless up to several MPa) and 
voltage (from 5 up to 50V) are also discussed. 
 
 






 Low Voltage (SPS) 
Experiments where a fibre optic cable was placed inside an SPS (configuration 1) 
only produced black body radiation from both the ZrB2 and W powders, with a 
maximum temperature of 1200K. More interesting results were obtained from 
configuration 2 which used 50V in a mock SPS, and they are discussed in detail 
below. The higher voltages used outside the SPS resulted in a contact voltage drop 
great enough to ignite and sustain a plasma as reported in the literature 121. Note 
that in most cases it is more appropriate to talk of voltage rather than field when 
dealing with arcs. Because even with the many contact point in a powder compact 
the plasma formation is limited by the arcing voltage of the powder or breakdown 
voltage of the gas. Both of these phenomena are not linear with distance and have 
minimums (137V for argon breakdown and 15V for tungsten arcing). One 
experimental issues is that even if an arc formed there would be no guarantee it 
would be captured by the spectrometer. This is due to various factors, the rapidness 
of plasma formation (50-100ms), arc wandering during discharge 122 and  fibre 
optics occlusion by powder. In fact, careful preparation of the setup and multiple 
runs was needed to capture the plasma formation. 
Typical current voltage profiles for tungsten in configuration 1 as recorded by the 
SPS machine are shown in Figure 4.1(a), and the corresponding spectra are shown 
in Figure 4.1(b). The graphs correspond to pure black body radiation curves, and 





no evidence of a plasma can be seen. The calculated maximum temperature 
recorded was around 1550K and the voltage was 5-6V.  According to the 
spectrometer readings, the heating rate was around 1000K/s (60000 K/min); the 
temperature rose from 1100K to 1550K in 0.4 seconds. The temperature then 
saturated and remained constant for several seconds. On the contrary to a 
thermocouple or pyrometer usually employed in SPS, the optical spectrometer 
allowed the real powder temperature to be measured in-situ in a small time interval. 
However, just like pyrometers, temperatures below 1000K are hard to measure due 
to the insensitivity of silicon detectors to long wavelengths and the limited energy 
emitted. Very similar results were seen when using diboride powder. 
 
Figure 4.1 Data captured from SPS plasma setup with tungsten powder using configuration  1  (a) Current and 
voltage over time and (b) optical spectra over time with estimated temperatures, t refers to the start of the 
capture window as show in (a). 
(a) 
(b) 





 Higher Voltage 
4.2.2.1 Spectroscopy 
When higher voltages were applied in the case of configuration 2, bright flashes 
were visible with the naked eye during the first 2-3 seconds, as anticipated by the 
observation of  K. Inoue in his patent 123. These emissions were captured by the 
spectrometer Figure 4.2  and the spectral lines were identified in Figure 4.3. Similar 
experiments to those described above, but in the absence of powders between the 
punches resulted in an open circuit and no plasma was observed. From this we can 
conclude that the conductive W and ZrB2 particles acted as a source for plasma 
ignition. It was not just breakdown of the gas across the gap or arcing form the 
graphite punches. Instead the current and voltage used were most likely sufficient 
to heat the powder to the evaporation point at the contact points. This metal vapour 
is much easier to ignite into a plasma (compare Table 2.1 against Table 2.2) and 









Figure 4.2 Data captured using configuration 2 with tungsten powder. left (a)  current and voltage over time 
and right (b) optical spectra over time with estimated temperatures, t refers to the start of the capture window 
as show in (a). 
(a) (b





Figure 4.2(b) shows the spectral emission data acquired during the in situ 
observation during the first 600ms of discharge. At 100ms and 300ms sharp 
spectral emission lines are visible, however, at times 200, 500 and 600ms no 
spectral lines are visible but high temperatures of up to 3800K were detected.  After 
600ms the temperature then fell as the power supply was in constant current mode 
at 60A, and the voltage and power dropped. The rapid change of the recorded 
spectra might be attributed to the arc wandering away from the fibre optic or 
extinction of the plasma. The high temperature emission and plasma formation 
could well be linked as material vaporisation was required to ignite a plasma. 
Alternatively the high temperature of the arc discharge plasma 124 could have 
heated the surface of the powder. 
The optical spectra at 300ms was further processed by identifying the probable 
spectral lines in Figure 4.3. The presence of tungsten lines confirms that some of 










Figure 4.3 Spectra of tungsten in configuration 2 showing spectral peaks with identified species, the 
ionization level is signified by a roman numeral after the species 
 





This kind of observation has not been reported elsewhere, and it clearly 
demonstrates the localized formation of a plasma.  Obvious argon lines are also 
observed and they correspond to the ionization of the inert gas employed in the 
experiments. Weaker oxygen lines, shown in green, are also observed. They might 
have been generated from removed surface oxides, or from dissociation of surface 
water adsorbed on the particles. It’s highly likely that at least some water was 
vaporised in the plasma as hydrogen lines are also present. The carbon peaks are 
most likely from the punches. The presence of oxygen in a plasma has been 
reported to alter the emission intensity of some species including argon 125. The 
means that the relative intensities cannot be trusted to give a quantitative analysis 
and also certain species might not even be visible. Several double ionized species 
were present meaning that the ion temperature was high enough to produce 
significant ionisation. Even if the spectra at 100 and 300ms definitely confirm that 
a tungsten plasma was generated there is still no proof that the plasma was ignited 
at the contact point between particles. It is possible that the arc was ignited between 
















Figure 4.4 Data captured from diboride using configuration 2:  (a)  current and voltage over time  (b) optical 
spectra over time with estimated temperatures, t refers to the start of the capture window as show in (a). 
 
Figure 4.5 Spectra of diboride in configuration 2,  showing spectral peaks with identified  species 





When the same experiments were performed with zirconium diboride it showed a 
similar emission behaviour (Figure 4.4(b)) to the tungsten sample. Black body 
heating was observed before the plasma ignited (2400K), and once the plasma 
ignited (t+200ms) the spectrum appears to show a mixed response of black body 
and plasma emission. In this situation the temperature could not be determined, 
after that the emissions decreased and then dropped rapidly with only minimal 
residual black body emission (2550K). Both materials showed that before plasma 
ignition there was little black body radiation, and after plasma there was minimal 
temperature rise. Significant heating only occurred after the plasma was 
extinguished. This is can be explained as the plasma has very little thermal mass, 
so is unlikely to heat the powder much apart from locally at the cathode and anode 
spots. After the plasma has been extinguished (due to the voltage drop) the particles 
are much more firmly bonded, (increased necking) so greater current can flow. The 
heating seen after the plasma is likely the result of increased Joule heating. 
However due to the unstable nature of an arc and the limitations of only sampling 
at one point with the fibre optic cable it is important not to over interpret the data. 
Spectral lines for zirconium and boron species were identified in the first ZrB2 
spectra (t+100ms in Figure 4.5), implying that the diboride was also evaporated in 
the arc. Nitrogen peaks were visible, implying that there was either nitrogen 
impurities in the powder (powder specified at less than 0.25wt %) or incomplete 
sealing of the quartz tube allowed air to get in. However the lack of oxygen peaks 
implies the former. The carbon species could have come from the starting powder 
(0.2wt %) or from the punches. 





From these measurements it is possible to infer the sequence of events that 
generated the plasma. When a voltage is applied a current immediately begins to 
flow through the conductive pathways between the contacting points of the 
particles. This causes local heating at the contact points. Either from the 
evaporation of the contact interfaces due to high local joule heating or from some 
movement that causes the particles to separate, an arc will strike. Due to the NTC 
of resistivity of the plasma and the relatively high resistivity of the loose powder, 
a sizable current will flow through the plasma. The plasma will then rapidly heat 
up and expand, it might even reach the top and bottom punches giving it an easier 
current path. The arc will then heat up, melt, evaporate and even ionise surrounding 
powder, generating the spectra we see in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.3. The arc will 
wander around and several arcs could form, some might extinguish while others 
ignite due to changes in the local conditions. As the powder compact densifies it 
becomes more conductive and the voltage across the plasma will drop as more 
current flows through the lower resistance powder instead. Eventually the plasma 
will extinguish and none will be able to reignite as the voltage drops below the 
threshold required. In our case the voltage drop was also due to the current limit 
but the concept remains the same. 
4.2.2.2 Microstructure 
Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) shows SEM images of the as received powders of tungsten 
and diboride respectively. No difference in the microstructure was observed in the 
case of the W of ZrB2 powders after being processed in configuration 1. The 





materials were crumbly and were held together weakly, what little bonding there 
was came from the light pressure applied when hand loading the samples into the 
SPS. From the SEM analysis no necking or bonding was visible between particles, 
and the particle size was about 1µm and agglomerates composed of smaller 
particles were still visible. After the 50V discharge the bulk of the material was 
untouched and looked identical to the powder before processing. However, in 
certain regions a nuggets of densified material was found embedded in loose 
powder, this was removed and imaged in Figure 4.6 (c) and (d). The W and ZrB2 
nuggets likely correspond to powder that had melted. The melting is visible in the 
micrographs as evidenced by the large grain growth of tungsten, from around 1µm 
in the tungsten powder to about 10µm for the melted zone, as indicated by the white 
ring in Figure 4.6 (c). The diboride started with much larger particles (5µm) so the 
grain growth visible in in Figure 4.6 (d) could be caused by sintering. However due 
to the rapid heating and short processing time it is more likely from melting then 
recrystallizing. The melting seems to confirm that the temperatures measured by 
the spectrometer (2550K) are reasonable, and probably exceeded when the plasma 
ignites, the temperate cannot be measured during this time.   On the edges of the 
melted zone, as shown by the black ring in Figure 4.6 (c) and (d), partially melted 
particles are visible. A close up of the partial melting is shown in in Figure 4.6 (e) 
and (f). There is a large variation in microstructure of the samples with some 
regions melting entirely while others are partially melted and some completely 
unchanged (dotted white arrow in in Figure 4.6 (d)). This uneven sintering/melting 
supports the hypothesis that current distribution during plasma discharge is highly 





inhomogeneous. This resulted in localized heating with plasma formation in only 





Figure 4.6(a) Micrograph of tungsten powder before processing (b) Micrograph of diboride powder before
processing (c) Micrograph of tungsten sintered region after discharge in configuration 2, partially sintered 
regions circled in black and melted/recrystallized regions in white. (d) Micrograph of diboride sintered 
region after discharge in configuration 2, partially sintered regions circled in black and 
melted/recrystallized regions in white (e) High magnification micrograph of partially sintered regions, in 










AES is a powerful tool for in situ temperature probing, it is capable of a rapid scan 
rate and small spot size (i.e. 650µm). It was also vital for detecting the formation 
of a plasma and identifying its species. The key findings of this work were 
identifying several of the parameters that affect the formation of a plasma. Contact 
pressure was found to be highly influential but most important was the applied 
voltage. In SPS processing at low voltages (< 10V) a plasma is unlikely to form. 
Despite the large amount of research on ECAS processing, this work presents the 
first direct evidence of plasma formation during ECAS.  Evidence of plasma was 
detected when using tungsten powder under a low applied pressure in an argon 
atmosphere under a voltage of at least 50V. The developed approach has the 
potential to further understand the mechanisms operating during ECAS. The 
surface removal seen in the plasma could also be exploited for more controlled 
ECAS processing like in situ particle cleaning or even for in situ compositional 
analysis during sintering. Further work is needed to clarify how a plasma affects 
densification and how to optimise the conditions for increased plasma ignition and 
stability. Ultrafast ECAS 118 is a prime candidate for such a study due to the high 
voltages  and controlled pressure used during sintering. AES has also been used 
recently to investigate emissions from samples during flash sintering14,where a 
plasma is possible due to the high voltages used (500V). However, spectral lines 
produced during flash sintering can also be produced by solid state emission since 
the materials investigated are ionic conductors and semi-conductors. It is possible 





to attempt to differentiate between the different mechanisms but it’s not particularly 
reliable. In the case of an arc between two discrete electrodes with large separation, 
e.g. in welding. Then the emissions are dominated by the lines form argon or the 
inert gas, with limited emissions from the electrode materials. In the case of a short 
arc or arcing in a powder then the majority of emissions are from the metal vapour, 
but with some emission from the atmosphere as well. The atmosphere is ionized by 
the metal plasma and will mix in very quickly. In the case of solid state emission 
or oxidation reactions then there is lots of emission from the material but none from 
the atmosphere. The data provided from flash sintering shows no atmospheric 
peaks, only form the solids, implying it is not a plasma emission. 
  





Chapter 5. Oxidation Electric Current 
Effects 
 Introduction 
The earlier chapters in this thesis were on proposed ECEs on which there is still 
much debate on the mechanisms at play (see Chapter 2.7). This chapter will focus 
on electromigration, which is one of the few well understood ECEs. 
Electromigration forms part of conventional understanding of ionic conductivity. 
Most work on ECEs has focused on what is and is not happening in a particular 
process. This is often tricky as it’s very hard to separate out the different effects 
since they often occur simultaneously. However, in this work the focus is on 
designing an experiment to exploit the well understood phenomena of 
electromigration in a novel manner to alter the oxidation rate of an ionic material. 
The ever growing interest in flash sintering has stimulated research on 
understanding the mechanisms at work. A better understanding of ionic 
conductivity and how the flow of ions and neutral species might explain the 
sintering behaviour seen 3,126. Due to this recent interest some of the more peculiar 
or niche applications of zirconia, the first and most commonly FSed material, has 
resurfaced. For example Nerst lamps have been referenced in several recent 
publications14,127 despite their near complete obsolescence over 100 years ago. 
Another interesting type of behaviour is oxygen pumping. In all ionic conductors 





on the application of a sufficient voltage the mobile ions will flow through the 
material, even against a concentration gradient. For zirconia at high temperatures 
the flow of oxygen through the lattice is significant and has been exploited to pump 
oxygen form a gas stream to control the PO2 accurately128. 
Another type of material of significant academic interest at the moment is UHTCs, 
of which zirconium diboride is perhaps the most common. With the great interest 
in the oxidation behaviour of zirconium diboride, and the fact that the oxide layer 
that protects the diboride is mostly zirconia a promising link was found. In this 
work the oxygen pumping of zirconia is used to pump oxygen away from the 
diboride surface by applying an electric field through its oxide scale (zirconia). 
The technique developed in this work is not just applicable to one particular 
material and configuration, the same concept could potentially be applied to a wide 
variety of materials to alter their oxidation behaviour. Any improvement in 
oxidation resistance is significant as the oxidation of materials operating at high 
temperatures is often the limiting factor in many applications. Many non-oxide 
structural ceramics, with good high temperature strength, cannot be used in air due 
to their poor oxidation resistance. In order to increase their operating temperatures, 
a considerable amount of work has been done on the development of protective 
coatings. These work by inhibiting diffusion of oxygen into to the bulk material. 
When operating in the ultra-high temperature (UHT) regime (>2000°C), this 
approach has had limited success. This is because most oxide scales tend to be 
either oxygen permeable/porous (e.g. zirconia) 129 or otherwise unstable  at ultra-
high temperatures (e.g. silica based materials derived from the oxidation of SiC 





and Si3N4 tends to sublime130). This is a major hurdle to greater application of 
UHTC ceramics, and something better than a silica oxide layer is needed. This 
work will focus on ZrB2, a typical UHTC with a large gap between its operating 
temperature in an inert atmosphere and in air 
 Electric Field Effects on Oxidation in literature 
A variety of experimental setups, material combinations and temperatures have 
been proposed to investigate the role of field effects during oxidation. The possible 
methods can best be grouped according to their electrode configuration as 
illustrated in Figure 5.1 (a-d)131-135.  Figure 5.1 (a) refers to Direct Contact 
Electrode (DCE) methods, where electrodes were attached to the sample and the 
top of the oxide layer. Figure 5.1(b) and (c) refer to Non-Contact Electrodes (NCE) 
methods, where an electrode was attached to the sample but not directly to the oxide 
layer. Figure 5.1d) refers to External Charge Source (ECS), where the charge 
needed to produce a field was applied without electrodes. 







Figure 5.1 Illustrates the various configurations as surveyed in the literature: (a) Depicts the DCE 
configuration using oxygen permeable metal electrodes directly applied to the oxide; (b) Illustrates the parallel 
plate NCE configuration where both electrodes are also sample; (c) Refers to concentric NCE with a cylinder 
sample and tube electrode; and (D) Shows the ECS configuration, where electron bombardment charges the 
surface of the oxide. 
 Direct Contact Electrodes (DCE) 
Typically, in the direct electrode experiments an electrically conductive porous 
oxygen permeable electrode (e.g. platinum mesh) was attached to the oxide (Figure 









When the electrode was negative with respect to the sample the oxidation rate was 
observed to increase, and the reverse was found if the polarity was inverted. This 
method allows direct application of an electric field over the growing oxide layer 
136. 
Using the configuration schematized in Figure 5.1(a), Jorgensen133 performed 
experiments to confirm whether the diffusing species during the oxidation of 
silicon were oxygen ions. It was demonstrated that the oxidation rate was strongly 
affected by the application of an electric field, which would only have been possible 
if oxygen ions were the diffusing species. In Jorgensen’s experiment, a silica layer 
was grown on a block of silicon and porous platinum electrodes were attached to 
opposite sides of the block. A voltage of 2V-5V (corresponding to a field of 
100V/cm) was used and oxidation took place in air at 850°C. The oxide layer 
thickness was measured during oxidation by interferometry. It was found that the 
oxidation rate was reduced when the surface electrode was positive with respect to 
the sample.  In some cases oxidation completely stopped, when the voltage was 
above 4.5V. This is significantly above the theoretical electrode potential to reduce 
silica into silicon and oxygen gas (2.1V), but there is likely significant loses in the 
system. Conversely, when the polarity was reversed the oxidation rate increased. 
 Non-Contact Electrodes (NCE) 
Figure 5.1 (b) and (c) illustrate NCE configurations. In these configurations the 
electrode was not in contact with the surface of the oxide scale, but was instead 





separated by an air gap. This requires much higher voltages (>100V) to achieve 
similar results to DCE. In this case there is an electric field across both the oxide 
layer and the air gap. The majority of the voltage drop likely occurs across the air 
gap. The field across the air gap might produce other effects not seen in the direct 
electrode configuration. Such effects include ion wind 137or corona discharge, 
which might alter the oxidation rate. Parkansky et al used this type of set-up to 
investigate the effect of electric field on the oxidation of copper. In their experiment  
two copper plates were held at a fixed distance apart and 500V was applied between 
them 135. The whole assembly was heated in a furnace to 500-600°C for an hour. In 
this case no change in the Copper oxide thickness was observed but the valence of 
the oxide layer was changed as well as the grain size. 
Lawless et al. 132 employed a cylindrical non-contact setup as shown in Figure 5.1 
(c). Here a cylinder of metal (e.g. nickel, molybdenum, or 304 stainless steel) 
measuring less than 1 cm in diameter was suspended, using platinum wire, in a 
heated chamber (700°C-1140°C). The samples weight change was measured using 
a microbalance. A 5cm diameter platinum mesh electrode was suspended 
concentric to the metal cylinder.  Potential differences ranging from 100 to 250V 
were applied between the inner cylinder and the outer mesh electrode. Their results 
variable massively depending on the material tested. Nickel showed no change in 
weight gain, the weight of stainless steel reduced in both polarities. The behaviour 
of molybdenum was more complicated, it showed increased evaporation (MoO3 is 
volatile) at low voltages (<100V) and reduced evaporation at higher voltages 
(>100V) with polarity having little effect. The authors attributed the oxidation 





behaviour to the electric field changing the activation energy of the rate limiting 
step (ionic vacancy diffusion). 
 
 External Charge Source (ECS) 
From the literature above its clear that having an electric field across the oxide layer 
is sufficient to alter the oxidation rate, or alter the stoichiometry (i.e. 
reduction/oxidation) of the oxide phase. Some novel experiments have been 
performed where the field across the oxide layer was generated by charging the top 
surface using an electron beam (Fig. 1.1(d)). In the setup employed by Popova et 
al. 131 a thin oxide layer was grown on an aluminium single crystal by electron 
enhanced oxidation. This is a common micro fabrication technique where electron 
impacts cause dissociation of adsorbed surface oxygen, making the oxygen more 
reactive, so growing the oxide layer 138. After the initial oxide layer was grown a, 
100eV electron beam was rastered over the surface. This resulted in electrostatic 
charge building up at the surface of the alumina layer, which generated a field 
through its thickness. The effective voltage across the layer was 1V. When oxygen 
was readmitted to the chamber, the oxidation rate was increased even though the 
electron beam was switched off. The authors explained this result according to 
enhanced diffusion of oxygen ions through the oxide layer due to the electric field. 
The thickness of the layer was measured using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
and all of the steps were performed at cryogenic temperatures. 





 Literature Summary 
While several investigations  have been carried out on the effect of electric field 
effects on oxygen transport, the only practical applications is limited to zirconia 
cells for oxygen pumping and sensing 139,140, 128 . This configuration is similar to 
the one in Figure 5.1(a). While zirconia is described as being oxygen pumping this 
is no different from electromigration of oxygen.  Oxygen pumping can occur in 
other oxides and the only difference is the magnitude of the gas/current flow. For 
this reason one can expect that zirconia should show very different result with and 
without field. The lack of recent and more systematic studies shows the field is 
relatively immature, despite is a great variety of literature surveyed there was no 
obvious pattern in the results in Table 5.1. 
 
 





Table 5.1  A Summary of the effects of an electric field on the oxidation rates of a wide range of materials. Electrode configuration, substrate composition and its resulting oxides, temperature, 
applied voltage and the effect of the polarity are listed 
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Non-Contact Electrode 132 Nickel Nickel oxide 1040°C 195V None None 




Direct Contact Electrode This Work 
zirconium 
diboride 


























This variability is likely due to various configurations resulting in different and 
unknown voltages across the oxide layer. Things are further complicated by the 
presence of gaseous oxides, and the use of temperatures without reference to the 
conductivity of the oxide. The almost universal lack of information on the actual 
current flow through the oxide is also worrying as current density should 
determine oxygen pumping rate. With this in mind it is not surprising that several 
different mechanisms have been proposed to explain the various effects seen at 
each electrode. Another complication is that electromigration and electrochemical 
reduction are related phenomena. As voltage is increased migration becomes 
reduction/oxidation, and both can occur at the same time and at different rates. 
This gets particularly convoluted when there are multiple valences of the cations 
and sub stoichiometric phases. A useful property of zirconia for the study of 
electromigration/electro reduction is that it has only one stable oxide. It has very 
limited tolerance of sub stoichiometry, and the only phase formed by reduction is 
metallic zirconium. 
The literature survey suggested that the most suitable setup for performing high 
temperature oxidation tests for ZrB2 in the presence of an electric field is the DCE 
mode.  This is because the electrical parameters, voltage and current, can be 
precisely measured and correlated to the oxidation mechanisms. Another 
advantage is there is no interaction of the field with the oxidizing atmosphere. 
 





 Oxidation Under Field, Experimental Complications 
While this experiment is most closely related to the work of Jorgensen133 on the 
oxidation of silicon, there are several differences. The porous nature of the 
zirconia oxide being the main one, but the composition of the oxide was also an 
issue. The silica layer grown by Jorgensen was very pure and silica is a very highly 
studied material. In contrast, while there is a considerable amount of work on 
yttria stabilized zirconia141-147, there very little is reported for pure zirconia148. 
This is due to the destructive phase transition on that can occur on cooling of 
zirconia. The situation is even worse for zirconia with liquid phase boria, where 
no reliable data could be found.  The addition of dopants (yttria, ceria, etc.) 
significantly increases the ionic conductivity of zirconia, reducing its 
effectiveness as a conventional oxygen barrier. Doping also changes the ratio of 
ionic to electronic conductivity and their temperature dependence149. For this 
reason the literature data on doped zirconia cannot be used a reliable guide to the 
properties of the grown oxide layer. 
 
 Results and Discussion 
 Microstructural Analysis 
Figure 5.2 shows images of cross sectioned ZrB2 samples before and after 
oxidation with and without the application of an electric field. The measured 





thickness (taken from cross sections) of the oxide layers are given in Table 5.2. 
Ten measurements were taken perpendicular to the surface evenly spaced on each 
of the 4 sides, the mean and standard deviation were then calculated. 






(a)  \µm 
Thickness 
(b)  \µm 
Thickness 
(c)  \µm 
Thickness 








7 7 5 6 
Control    
(1400°C, 5h) 




41 43 40 40 
Applied Field 
10V 100 mA 
(1400°C, 5h) 




84 67 30 70 
 
Measurements were taken in several locations to show the asymmetry produced. 
The difference locations are described in the inset of the table, (a,b,c and d). All 
the micrographs are aligned in the same way so the polarity and location of points 





a, b, c and d are consistent. 
The pre-oxidised (1200°C for 2 h in a box furnace) sample is shown in Figure 5.2 
(a). It had a well adherent oxide with an even thickness (a=b=c=d=92µm) and 
small standard deviation (5-7µm). The boria layer did not evaporate at this 
temperature, so the oxide layer was dense and consisted of boria filling the gaps 
between the zirconia grains. The pre oxidised oxide microstructure is visible in 
the high magnification micrographs (Figure 5.2 (c)). The samples at higher 
temperature without field, (Figure 5.2 (d)) showed a typical two layer structure, 
the top being free from boria. 
The control sample which was oxidised (at 1400°C for 5 h) in the set up in Figure 
3.2, without the application of an electric field, is shown in Figure 5.2 (b). The 
sample developed a symmetric oxide scale (a≈b≈400µm), however, the sides of 
the sample were significantly thicker (c≈590µm). This suggests that the Pt foil 
acted as a diffusion barrier and limited the oxygen diffusion through the top and 
bottom. 
Before the effect of an electric field can be investigated a clear understanding of 
the oxidation process is needed. When heated in air ZrB2 reacts to form boria and 
zirconia, boria is a liquid above 600°C and will wet and dissolve some zirconia 
150. The oxidation mechanism is temperature dependent, as modelled by 
Parthasarathy, et al 151. At low temperatures the boria will coat the outer surface 
of the material and form an effective diffusion barrier. As a result oxidation 
follows a parabolic rate curve dependent on oxygen partial pressure and is 
proportional to the thickness of the boria layer. At higher temperatures (>1000⁰C) 





the boria will start to evaporate and will retreat into the interior of the zirconia 
scale. At this point the outer porous zirconia layer acts as a Knudsen diffusion 
barrier (a weaker barrier) due to its geometry of long elongated pores. The interior 
boria continues to act as the main diffusion barrier so the oxidation rate is 
dependent on the boria evaporation rate. Above a certain temperature the boria 
evaporates too rapidly to be an effective barrier and the oxidation rate becomes 
rapid. 
As shown in Figure 5.2(e-f), when the sample was oxidized in presence of an 
electric field (10V and 100mA) at 1400°C for 5 h a clear field effect was observed.  
The layer thickness a (under the + electrode) grew to 217µm with a standard 
deviation of 84 µm. The diboride was curved with the thinnest oxide occurring in 
the middle. This could have been caused by uneven current distribution, once an 
area has started oxidizing it will be more resistive and hence get less protective 
current. At its narrowest point the oxide layer was only 120µm which is similar 
to the peroxidised sample at 92µm, (Figure 5.2(a)). This indicates that the 
application of the electric field was sufficient to significantly retard the oxidation. 
Conversely, there was significantly acceleration oxidation at the negative 
electrode as well as on the sides of the sample (b=1402 and c≈d≈1000µm). The 
increased oxidation seen on the sides of the sample was not anticipated but could 
have been a side effect of the enhanced oxidation at the bottom electrode. The 
oxygen pumped towards the top electrodes did not all react with the diboride, 
much of it would likely diffuse away. As the oxygen would be deposited near the 
diboride surface, inside the scale it’s reasonable that it would diffuse up the sides 





of the sample. So the sides might experience a higher local PO2, but there is no 
direct evidence of this. 
  
Figure 5.2 (a) Low magnification optical micrograph of Diboride sample after peroxidation step (1200°C for 
2 hours)(b) Low magnification optical micrograph of Diboride sample after oxidation (1400°C for 5hr) 
without an applied field (c) high magnification micrograph of oxide scale after pre oxidation at 1200°C 
showing boria throughout (d) high magnification micrograph after oxidation at 1400°C showing  boria 
receded (e) Low magnification micrograph of Diboride sample after oxidation (1400°C for 5hr) with an 
applied field (10V 100mA) polarity as marked (f) Low magnification optical micrograph of Diboride sample 




























 Electrical Data and Electrochemistry 
From observation of the current and voltage curves during heating (Figure 5.3) 
some useful information on the mechanism of oxidation can be inferred. During 
heating, below 1200°C, the measured current is negligible, but above 1200°C the 
oxide layer became conductive. The lack of dopants in the zirconia scale formed 
meant that it had a low oxygen vacancy concentration, which limited the current 
flowing until 1200°C. Above 1200°C the intrinsic oxygen vacancy concentration 
was sufficient to produce significant current. It is worth noting that most oxygen 
pumps can operate at as low as 600°C because they are doped and so have 
relatively high oxygen vacancy concentration. Above 1200°C the voltage dropped 
from 10V to between 1 and 2V as the current limit of 100mA was reached. As the 
temperature of the sample continued to rise the thickness of the oxide layer (b) 
continued to increase. This lead to an increase in the resistance of the system, as 
seen by the increasing voltage. Unlike the current, the voltage signal was noisy 
due to the instability of the oxide layer, as it cracked and spalled the resistance 
changed.  During cooling, the current only dropped after the sample had cooled 
below 1050°C, implying that some change had occurred to the composition or 
structure of the oxide layers. 
1mm 1mm 
_ _ 






Figure 5.3 Electrical parameters recorded during the oxidation under 10V 100mA 
 
The Initial voltage of 1 to 2V was in the range of the Nerst potential based oxygen 
pumping  (0-1.25V 140), considering that there are two junctions and the voltage 
drop was split between them. As the voltage increased above 2V (after 2hr) it 
became increasingly likely that electrochemical reduction occurred. This is when 
zirconia is reduced to sub stoichiometric zirconia and possibly metallic zirconium. 
The electrochemical reduction potential of zirconia is  2.1V  at  900°C 152. This 
could explain the change in electrical properties of the zirconia during the cooling. 
Any over potential (voltage exceeding that needed for electrochemical reduction) 
will produce voids and zirconium metal precipitates that influence the 
conductivity 153. Electrochemical reduction should be visible as blackening of the 





zirconia. The situation at the sides is more complex, the edges tend to crack, which 
means there is no path for current to flow. Despite the lack of current the oxide 
layer did grow 
A reasonable assumption, especially during the initial stages of the oxidation test, 
is that the voltage drop at both layers is the same. Initially the oxides layers (a) 
and (b), should have the same thickness of about 90µm, and an applied voltage of 
0.9V (1.8V divided by 2). At the end of the oxidation the thickness ratio a:b was 
1:6.46 (217µm:1402µm) so the applied 9V was split 1.2V(a) and 7.8V(b). This 
analysis makes some questionable assumptions, mainly that the resistance of the 
zirconia is relatively stable throughout the oxidation process, but is the best that 
can be achieved with the data at hand.  It also implies that there was no 
electrochemical reduction on the top surface (<2V) while the electrochemical 
reduction is expected on the bottom (>2V). This theory is supported by the visible 
blacking near the bottom (-ve electrode) in Figure 5.2 (f). 
 Idealized Model to Understand Oxidation under an Electric 
Field 
As described in chapter 5.2.5, a complex oxide scale was formed on the ZrB2. 
However, for the purpose of understanding the effects of electric field on the 
oxidation mechanisms, a simplification is to assume that the scale was a dense 
zirconia layer. In pure zirconia,   
̈ (charged oxygen vacancies) form intrinsic point 
defects. These increase in number with increasing temperature and decreasing 





PO2. The mobility of the oxygen vacancies  (substantially higher than the cations) 
is the major diffusing species through the zirconia 154. For all conditions an equal 
counter flow of   
   occurs for each    
̈  , so it is reasonable to talk about oxygen 
vacancies and ions interchangeable. However it is important to note that the   
̈  is 
the species that actually feels the electrostatic forces, even if it’s simpler to 
imagine it as an   
" . 
To understand the basic oxygen pumping phenomena it’s easiest to ignore the 
diboride and just look at a solid sheet of zirconia, with platinum electrodes, 
separating two atmospheres at different PO2. The flow of oxygen across this 
interface would be expected to be from high PO2 to low PO2, however the flow 
rate and even direction depend on the electrical situation at the electrodes. This is 
explained in Figure 5.4 . 






Figure 5.4 A diagram showing oxygen diffusion thought a zirconia interface under (a) Short circuit conditions 
(b) Open circuit conditions (c) With an applied current 
If there is a path for electrons to flow then 
oxygen flows from high PO2 to low PO2, 
the electrons flow the opposite direction. 
 
Initially oxygen can flow across the gradient but 
rapidly the top foil gets depleted in electrons, and the 
lower foil gets saturated. This generates an electric 
field in the zirconia, stopping the flow of oxygen 
ions. The charge that builds up (voltage on 
electrodes) is proportional to the difference in PO2 
described by the Nernst equation. 
If an external voltage is applied it generates an 
electric field in the zirconia, this causes the oxygen 
ions to flow to the positive electrode, where they 
lose an electron becoming gas. The applied field can 











Once oxidations starts (oxygen admitted into atmosphere) a concentration 
gradient of oxygen is produced across the zirconia layer. This forms as oxygen is 
rapidly consumed at the ZrB2 /ZrO2 interface (effectively very low PO2). This 
causes a gradient of oxygen vacancies to form inside the zirconia, as the vacancies 
and oxygen try to reach local equilibrium at each interface. Oxygen flows across 
the vacancy gradient producing a net flow of oxygen towards the ZrB2 surface. 
This flow produces an electric field, which under open circuit conditions is 
proportion to the PO2 gradient. On the basis of this effect,  zirconia is used as an 
oxygen sensor 140. The voltage generated across the oxide layer can be calculated 
according to this Nerst equation 140. 





   is the measured voltage across the zirconia membrane  
   is the temperature in  
    is the partial pressure of oxygen on one side of the electrode 
    is the partial pressure of oxygen on the other side of the electrode 
This system can be driven in reverse. The application of an external electric field 
can cause the oxygen ions to drift in the direction of current flow, which results 
in oxygen being transported in the opposite direction155. Oxygen can diffuse 
across the zirconia despite the fact that this can be against the external oxygen 
PO2 gradient. The zirconia is effectively pumping oxygen from one side to the 





other. The pumping voltage determines the equilibrium oxygen concentration 
gradient (between the two sides) and the current determines the rate of pumping. 
 Oxidation under an Electric Field in the Presence of Porosity 
in the Scale 
Because of the formation of a porous zirconia scale, the behaviour of the system 
deviates from the Nerst equation. By combining the results of microstructural 
analysis and electrical measurements we can build a more complete understanding 
of the phenomena. Upon heating above a critical temperature (1200°C) the 
zirconia became electrically (ionic) conductive enough to reach the experimental 
current limit of 100mA. The flow of current corresponds to oxygen being pumped 
by the applied potential. The zirconia layer formed during oxidation was porous, 
so some oxygen diffused through the pores. In fact during the whole oxidation 
cycle the total amount of oxygen pumped grossly exceeded that needed to react 
with total mass of the ZrB2. This is only possible if the oxygen was leaking 
through the porosity. The current flow reduced oxidation on the top side (positive 
electrode), where oxygen was pumped out, and increased the oxidation rate on the 
bottom (negative electrode) where oxygen was pumped in. 
A schematic of this is shown in Figure 5.5. The loss of boria was ignored in this 
case as it tends to evaporate at 1500°C and does not interact with the electric field. 
Figure 5.5 shows the model without (a) and with (b) an electric field.  In summary 
the oxidation retardation in presence of an electric field can be divided in four 
stages shown Figure 5.5. Stage 1 diffusion of O2 thought the platinum foil and 





surface of the sample.   Stage 2 diffusion of O2 into the zirconia lattice, becoming 
O-2, but also O-2 being ejected from the lattice as O2 gas. In parallel some oxygen 
will also diffuse through the pores.  Stage 3 due to action of the electric field O-2 
in the zirconia lattice diffuse back toward the platinum foil. The O2 in the pores, 
however, continues to diffuse towards the ZrB2. Stage 4 limited oxygen reaches 









Figure 5.5 . A diagram of hypothesized model of oxidation of ZrB2 under the condition of this experiment, (a) 
without and (b) with electric field. Oxygen gas (light blue colour) and Oxygen ions (white colour) diffuse 
through both the pores and bulk zirconia toward the ZrB2 surface causing oxidation as shown by the red path. 
With the application of a field the flow of oxygen ions can be reversed, the blue path, giving a reduced 
oxidation rate. 
 Conclusions 
Microstructural and electrical data analysis showed that by applying a voltage 
across the zirconia scale (positive polarity) on a ZrB2 sample (negative polarity) 





oxygen transport can be restricted to reduce oxidation. Comparing the growth in 
thickness of the oxidation layer with (125µm) and without electric field (300µm), 
the oxidation resistance was enhanced by 240%. Reduced oxidation occurs 
despite the zirconia being porous. The oxygen pumping effect reduces oxygen 
partial pressure at the ZrB2 interface resulting in very low oxidation rates.  By 
careful choice of sample and electrode geometry it should be possible to extend 
their service temperature of ultra-high temperature ceramics in oxygen rich 
atmosphere. This work exploited two ECEs, electromigration and electrochemical 
reduction. While it might have been preferable to have operated with pure 
electromigration the amount of oxygen that need to be pumped to avoid oxidation 
was too great due to porous zirconia scale. The voltages need to pump that amount 
of gas was too high so electrochemical reduction was inevitable. The reduction of 
zirconia transformed it into a more conductive form156. This process achieved its 
stated goals of exploiting an existing ECE to significantly alter the behaviour of a 
scientifically interesting material (UHTCs). But there are several hurdles to 
overcome if the process is to be significantly improved or exploited for 
commercial use. 
For this reason this work is best viewed as a stepping stone towards the next 
chapter in this thesis. While the particular setup used in this chapter might 
ultimately be a dead end, the lessons learned proved invaluable in developing the 
contactless flash sintering setup described in the next chapter. 
  





Chapter 6. Contactless Flash Sintering 
 Introduction 
During the last several years there has been ever increasing interest in flash 
sintering. From the academic side more and more materials have been 
investigated and the optimum conditions for flash sintering have been found for 
many 3,6,157-161. There is still much debate about the mechanism involved, but there 
is growing confidence that it is related to rapid Joule heating and thermal runaway 
8,162. Understanding the mechanisms at play in flash sintering has been 
complicated by the fact that most flash sintered materials are ionic conductors. 
The issues is they are being operated far outside the conditions that they are 
usually studied, much like the issues discussed in Chapter 5.2.5.  From the 
commercial side there has been interest in scaling up the process to realize the 
potential energy and time saving properties of flash sintering on an industrial 
scale. Lucideon85 is already testing a commercial scale flash furnace. 
However, there are many complications that flash sintering brings, which limit its 
commercial application. The need to have electrodes attached to the surface of the 
sample is a challenging issue. The initial choice of electrodes was platinum157 
with obvious cost issues and alternatives like carbon rolls (used by Lucideon) 
brings its own issues and requirements. The use of electrodes inherently adds 
several extra steps to the FS process, since conductive electrodes have to be 
attached and then removed after sintering. The requirement for electrodes also 





limits the geometry of sintered parts. A uniform electric field and current flow is 
required to achieve homogeneous heating. This means complex geometries 
(having non-constant thickness) cannot be sintered homogenously. The 
development of Contactless FS (CFS) technology would not only overcome these 
problems but might also allow continuous sintering. This can be achieved by 
passing current through a material that is in relative motion with respect to the 
non-contact electrodes. To the authors’ best knowledge, there are at least two ways 
to achieve FS in contactless mode, plasma electrodes or microwaves sintering. 
Microwave FS, especially in single mode cavities, is capable of rapid sintering 
(with a heating rate of a few thousands of degree per minute) 46,163,164. However, 
the use of microwaves has limitations, with hotspot formation limiting either the 
speed of sintering or the homogeneity/size of the samples165. 
There was no published work on plasma electrodes for sintering. With the work 
already done on understanding the physics of plasma discharge and how it relates 
to materials processing, (Chapter 2.3, 2.7.1 and 4.1) it was decided to try and 
develop a technique based on this principle. One possible advantage of using 
plasma electrodes is that they might also integrate the preheating of the material 
(plasma usually being thermally hot). In existing FS technology, preheating (to a 
temperature above which the electrical conductivity suddenly increases) is usually 
done in conventional furnaces. This greatly adds to the processing time and energy 
requirements, making FS less energy attractive. A Plasma can be used as an 
electrode in flash sintering as the main requirement for an electrode is that it is 
electrically conductive and does not contaminate/react with the sample.  A plasma 





being composed of ions and free electrons can carry current and conform to the 
surface it is in contact with. If an inert gas plasma is used their there is also no 
possibility of contamination. The simplest design is to have two metal electrodes 
and the sample held between them with a gap. Two independent plasmas are 
generated at the electrodes as depicted in Figure 6.1, and current can then flow 
through the sample across the plasma. However, this configuration is not practical, 
as each plasma electrode would require so much support equipment that two could 
not be placed even relatively close together. The plasma used must also be 
sufficiently conductivity and meet other requirements. 
 
Figure 6.1 schematic of essential components to realize contactless flash sintering based on plasma 
electrodes. 





 Development of the Experimental Setup for 
Contactless Flash Sintering (CFS) 
As discussed earlier (in Chapter 2.8.2), there are a variety of different modes of 
plasma they can have very different properties 166-169. For the purpose of this work, 
the thermal and electrical properties of the plasma are most important as well as 
the equipment required to generate them. The electrical conductivity of a plasma 
is complex and it depends on many different environmental 
conditions/parameters. However, if all that is needed is a broad comparison of 
orders of magnitude, electrical conductivity can be considered to be proportional 
to the electron number density. Electron number density is the number of free 
electrons in the plasma per unit of volume and is listed in Table 6.1 















1016 0.10-5 100-300 168 
RF glow 
discharge 
1017 0.05-1 200-500 168 
Electron 1018 10-4-0.01 300-1,000 168 







To allow CFS, the plasma should have a temperature suitable for preheating the 
sample. So a cold plasma would be preferred (low neutral temperature) for 
materials having low sintering temperatures (below 1000°C). A plasma with a 
high electrical conductivity is preferred as it would result in a low voltage drop 
across the plasma. A plasma that could homogenously cover a large surface (on 
both sides of the sample) would allow the entire volume of a sample between the 
electrodes to be sintered. A RF glow discharge or inductively coupled plasma are 
the most likely candidates to meet the above requirements. However, both of these 
methods require a completely controlled atmosphere and complex plasma 
generation equipment. A further complication is the presence of an external 





1018 10-3-0.1 500-2,000 168 
Helicon 1018-1019 0.01-0.1 500-2,000 168 




dc welding arc 1019-1023 750 500-2,000 171 





drastically the proprieties of the plasma. By looking at the traditional voltage 
current curve for gas discharge169  (Figure 2.13), it is likely that the plasma will 
degenerate into an arc discharge under normal flash sintering conditions, when 
the current exceeds 1 a. To avoid the catastrophic degradation of the plasma 
electrodes, it is necessary for the electrode materials to be compatible with the 
high temperature of the arc discharge. Due to the issues of all plasmas to 
degenerating into an arc plasma it is pragmatic to use arc electrodes, at least for 
this initial work. An advantage of an arc plasma is that it only requires simple 
equipment; a step down transformer with a magnetic shunt as is used in a 
traditional welding power supply. There is good reason to use a simple 
transformer style welder instead of more modern transistor systems. By using an 
ac welding transformer the three power supplies are effectively isolated from one 
another by their magnetic cores (see simplified electric schematic in  
 
 
Figure 3.3). This avoids issues where common ground faults would short out the 
power supplies with disastrous results. The choice of arc plasma electrodes is not 
without its disadvantages, the high neutral temperature (over 5000K172) of the arc 
plasma will transfer significant heat into the sample. One upside of this is that the 
samples will already be heated by the arc electrodes. This renders external 
preheating unnecessary which further simplifies the experimental setup. ac power 
supplies were used because arc heating is affected by polarity; in dc operation the 





+Ve surface of the sample would adsorb 70% of the heat. As results of this, ac 
allows a more even and symmetric heating compared to dc arcs. 
 Results and Discussion 
 Preheating Arcs 
Before discussing the results in depth, it is useful to clarify what is happening 
during contactless flash sintering. Before the flash sintering occurs the arcs heat 
the sample from the surface. This preheating is so that a discrete sample volume 
is hot enough to be electrically conductive (above or near the flash sintering 
threshold temperature). On application of the flash power supply an arc is struck 
between the electrodes and the surfaces of the sample. This results in heating of 
the surface due to radiation from the plasma and electron bombardment, but also 
joule heating inside the sample. It is this internal heating that distinguishes this 
method from simple arc heating/melting and makes it a flash sintering process. 






Figure 6.2 showing stills from a video of the contactless flash sintering process, (a) before and (b) 0.5s after 
the application of the flash power supply reaching a current of 6A.. 
An attempt was made at quantifying the preheating temperature reached, and this 
is plotted in Figure 6.3. For this test the sample was correctly positioned between 
the torches, by which time the sample had already reached 400°C. Once in 
position the temperature rapidly rose to 1400°C in just 5s.  For this reason the 
sample was preheated for at least 5s in the actual experiments to ensure an even 
and repeatable preheat. 






Figure 6.3 time temperature preheating curve measured using an embedded thermocouple. 
The total power supplied by the welding transformer to each twin arc was ≈800W 
(19V and 43A rms, see Figure 3.4). Despite this high power, when the sample was 
held between the arcs for 60s no densification was observed. Arc preheating 
caused the temperature to rapidly rise to 1400°C within 5s (as shown in Figure 
6.3) and stabilize. This temperature, which was lower than the pre-compaction 
temperature of the sample (1550°C), was not sufficient to further densify the 
material, as seen in Figure 6.4.                                      a






Figure 6.4 , micrograph of cross sectioned SiC B4C sample after 5s under preheating arcs. 
This is due to the poor thermal coupling of the (preheating) arcs with the sample. 
In an arc the heat is mainly carried by the electrons, so most of the heating was 
localized at the tungsten electrodes. The CFS power supply produced much better 
coupling by a combination of internal joule heating and from electrons striking 
the surface of the sample. This explains the rapid heating seen in Figure 6.2, where 
a ripple (4-5mm diameter) of heat was seen spreading across the surface of the 
sample within 0.5s of the flash power supply (≈200W) being switched on. 
 Typical Results 
While the various materials and conditions used produced a variety of samples 
and behaviours, there was some clear common traits.  The arcs always produced 
some surface damage. Figure 6.5 shows a representative example of a sample 
directly after CFS. The surface in contact with the plasma was modified by 





electron bombardment which resulted in excessive local heating. The 
discoloration located outside the crater (visible in the inset of Figure 6.5) was 




Figure 6.5 photograph of the SiC 50 wt% B4C sample CFSed for 2s and inset showing optical micrograph 
highlighting surface modification induced during the processing. 
The surface, however, was not representative of the underlying material, so the 
samples were cross sectioned about the centre of the crater. A schematic of the 





different zones typically seen is shown in Figure 6.6. These zones are discussed 
below with regard to the SiC:B4C composite but the basic structure remains the 




Figure 6.6. Schematic of a typical CFSed sample illustrating the location and relative size of the resulting 
zones (described in the text). 
 Composite SiC:B4C 
Of all the materials processed, the SiC:B4C composite sintered at 6A produced the 
best microstructure and showed a clear pattern of behaviour. For this reason it was 
investigated in the most detail and will be discussed first. 





6.3.3.1 Comparison of Different Times, the Progression of Sintering 
Depending on the processing time, up to three different zones (Figure 6.6) were 
visible in the microstructure. The heating was generated both internally, by Joule 
heating and externally from the arcs. Due to the very short times used the sample 
did not reach thermal equilibrium and was heated inhomogenously. A significant 
amount of heat was carried by the arc electrons bombarding the surface, hence the 
surface (zone 1) was overheated (showed signs of melting/ eutectic structure). 
This molten layer does not change significantly with the different times because 
it has a small thermal mass and is capable of dissipating excess heat as radiation, 
so it saturate in under a second. The internal Joule heating however is much more 
dependent on the time and current. If the sample resistivity was fixed then the heat 
would be generated homogenously. This would lead to even temperatures but 
there is external heating from the surfaces so the material near zone 1 should heat 
up quicker, this region is referred to as zone two. Material in the centre of the 
sample (zone 3) is thermally insulated from the surface heating, so even with 
internal Joule heating it heats up at a slower rate. This general pattern can be seen 
in Table 6.2, which was constructed from measurements taken from the 
micrographs shown in Figure 6.7(a-d). The 2s and 3s samples were very similar, 
the only major difference was the porosity in the middle (zone 3) seen in the 2s 
sample.  As seen in the micrographs, Figure 6.7, and optical images, Figure 6.5, 
almost all of the samples showed cracking induced by the differential shrinkage 
during CFS processing.  This issue is inherent to any local densification method 





and could be solved by sintering a larger portions of material. 
 
Figure 6.7 micrographs of plasma flash processed SiC:B4C showing the progression of sintering over CFS 
discharge time: (a) 2s; (b) 3s; (c) 4s; and (d) 5s, with the zones labled. 
From Figure 6.7 and Table 6.2 it is possible to piece together the sequence of 
events that occurred as the samples were CFSed. First, the sample was preheated 
up to 1400°C by the arc torches, which produced a diffuse heating over a region 
of ~10mm in diameter (see Figure 6.3). When the CFS power supply was switched 
on it generated an arc against the surface of the material. As the arc was transferred 
to the sample, the surface was bombarded by electrons and ions, causing rapid 





heating of the surface. As seen in Figure 6.2 the hot spot rapidly expanded within 
0.5s to 5mm in diameter, melting a thin layer of material (zone 1). The 
temperatures reached in zone 1 must have exceeded the eutectic temperature of 
SiC - B4C which is 2300°C173 as evidenced by the needle like precipitates seen in 
zone one of Figure 6.9(b).  These precipitates are typical of solidification from a 
eutectic liquid in the SiC - B4C system174. The pseudo binary phase diagraph for 
SiC B4C is shown below in Figure 6.8 
 
Figure 6.8 Phase diagraph for SiC B4C, adapted from Korniyenko, K. l175 
Two seconds after the initial arc transfer the surface heating had diffused deeper 
into the sample, which caused the melted zone 1 to grow to 80µm thick. Material 
near zone 1 began to sinter, forming zone 2, with a thickness of 170µm. Zone 3 
(400µm thick), was still relatively cool and so remained highly porous. The 
sample was about 1200µm thick at its most narrow section. 





Given more time (3s) the melted layer (zone 1) grew thicker (100µm), consuming 
more of the sintered region (zones 2). Zones 2 and 3 were now indistinguishable 
(labelled as zones 2/3 in Figure 6.9) as both were dense with no bubbles or 
abnormal grain growth, with a thickness of 900µm.the sample was now 1100µm 
thick at its most narrow section. The theoretical thickness predicted for fully dense 
material (starting from 1800µm (65% dense)) is 1170µm. So the small deviation 
from the measured value suggests little material was lost during CFS. 
Given even more time (4s) the molten layer (zone 1) expanded to 160µm and the 
sample started ablating and thinning, and the total thickness was now 700µm. 
Hotspots formed inside the sample at the boundary between zones 1 and 2/3. 
These regions overheated to the point where SiC started to sublime, forming 
bubbles as the gas was trapped by the molten zone 1. This also indicated that the 
temperature inside the sample had reached at least 2200-2400°C, the point at 
which SiC sublimes rapidly 176. In zone 2/3 (now 380µm thick) the temperature 
continued to rise which caused significant grain growth. 
Given further time (5s) the entire sample melted, and platelets formed by 
precipitation form the liquid phase and bubbles formed throughout. This actually 
caused the sample to expand to 1100µm thick, even as material was being lost by 
sublimation/ablation. 
  





Table 6.2 Summary of microstructures observed in the different Zones of the sample processed by CFS after 
2, 3, 4 and 5s. The layer thickness and diameter (Ф) of the different Zones are also given. Initial sample 
thickness 1.8mm 
6.3.3.2 In Depth Analysis of the 3s Sample 
Because of its more homogenous microstructure, the sample CFSed for 3s is 
described in more detail. From the low magnification micrographs (Figure 6.7 
(b)) it was evident that Zones 2 and 3 were indistinct. Figure 6.9 shows the 
























fully sintered (900µm) 
Zone 2 and 3 indistinct 
4s Microstructure 
Thickness (700µm total) 
melted 
160µm 
sintered bubble (380µm ) 




melted and bubbles (1,100µm) 
Zone 1-3 are  indistinct 





dense with no pores visible even at 20,000X magnification and in the TEM image. 
Consolidation occurred over a sizeable region of the flash sintered sample with a 
volume of 14mm3. This was derived from SEM analysis supposing a cylindrical 
sintered region of thickness 1100µm and diameter of 4000µm. Only a thin layer 
of overheated material (Zone 1), showed signs of having melting, and this was 
limited to just the surface (≈100µm thick). 
The microstructure visible in Figure 6.9 shows many interesting features. In Zone 
2/3, the phase volume fraction measured by SEM phase analysis was 61% B4C 
and 39% SiC. This is close to that expected of a 50wt% SiC:B4C mixture (57 vol% 
B4C: 43 vol% SiC). This confirmed that the molten phases on the surface of the 
sample, visible as zone 1 in Figure 6.9(b), did not significantly affect the bulk 
composition as measured in zone 2/3 from Figure 6.9(d). In the higher 
magnification image of zone 2/3 in Figure 6.9(d) it is possible to clearly see the 
two phases and how they were distributed. B4C (dark phase) formed a continuous 
network matrix with the SiC (lighter phase) forming the secondary distributed 
phase. The phases were not entirely segregated; several individual isolated grains 
of SiC were visible within the B4C matrix. 






Figure 6.9 SEM micrographs of SiC 50 wt% B4C sample CFSed for 3s: (a) unaffected Zone; (b) boundary 
region between Zone 1 and 2/3 (the Zones were indistinct); and (c) (d) higher magnification of Zone 2/3. 
The grains were multifaceted and the grain boundaries remained well defined with 
a marked sharp compositional gradient between the two phases. Similarly, sub-
micrometre SiC grains were present in the matrix. The sharp small grains confirm 
that the material did not have a chance to reach equilibrium as sharp grains are a 
high energy interface and thermodynamically unfavourable. This is most clears in 
the TEM image in Figure 6.10 (d). 






Figure 6.10 SEM and TEM micrographs of SiC 50 wt% B4C sample CFSed for 3s: (a) low magnification 
micrograph showing all zones, (b) high magnification micrograph of zone2/3 being prepared by FIB for 
TEM. (c) High magnification SEM micrograph of zone 2/3 (d) TEM micrograph of foil prepared in (b). 
If the material was allowed to reach equilibrium it would have suffered increased 
segregation, eventually becoming more like materials processed in more 
traditional conditions, such as those reported by  Lankau et al177. They produced 
SiC - 40% volume B4C composites with 98% relative density by sintering the 
material in argon at 2150°C for 75 minutes. The resulting SiC grain size ranged 
from 2 to 5µm. In this study, the initial average particle size of the starting powder 
was 0.7 and 0.5µm for SiC and B4C respectively (according to manufacturer’s 





specification). For the sample CFSed for 3s the grain sizes, estimated using the 
method developed by Wurst and Nelson178, were 1.1µm for SiC and 1.4µm for 
B4C (Figure 6.9 (d)). The reduced grain growth of the SiC compared to B4C can 
be attributed to the constraining grain growth effect of the matrix.  In comparison 
with pressureless sintered samples177 the finer SiC grain size of samples CFSed 
for 3s (Zone 2/3) can be explained by the very short processing time. 
6.3.3.3 Electrical Data 
Electrical data from the samples processed by CFS for 2, 3, 4 and 5s (those 
discussed above) are shown in Figure 6.11 (a-d). For all of the samples the arcs 
were stable (i.e. no current oscillations or cut offs) and there was no obvious trend 
in current or voltage over time. There was minimal incubation time, when the 
voltage was applied the current suddenly increased within 1s. The lack of an 
incubation period implies that the preheating provided by the arc electrodes was 
sufficient to heat the sample above the thermal runaway temperature. The times 
given are for the intended times, however, the actually time of applied current was 
slightly variable due to the delay in arc ignition and in the control equipment. 
 






Figure 6.11 Comparison of the current and voltage over time for samples SiC 50 wt% B4C contactless flash 
sintered at 6A for; (a) 2s: (b) 3s: (c) 4s; and (d) 5s 
6.3.3.4 Temperature Estimation 
As in most flash experiments the actual sample temperature is unknown and there 
are likely significant gradients inside the sample. This lack of data is due to the 
extreme difficulty in measuring samples where there is a combination of high 
temperatures, rapid heating and small sample sizes. Another practical issue is the 
surface is often occluded or unrepresentative limiting non-contact temperature 
measurement methods. However, an educated guess can be made from 
microstructural evidence. The temperature in the bulk of the sample (Zone2/3) 
CFSed for 3s was most likely in the range of 2100-2300°C. For this estimation, 





the lower temperature limit of 2100°C comes from the fact that it is difficult to 
achieve dense materials in pressure less conditions below this temperature. 
Similarly if the region was above 2300°C the material should have shown 
evidence of the formation of eutectic phases.  Eutectic phases were seen in Zone 
1 (Figure 6.9 (b)), but not in Zone2/3 (Figure 6.9 (c)). As a result of this 
estimation, the Zone 2/3 was heated from 1400°C (preheating temperature) to 
2100-2300°C in 3 seconds. This corresponded to a heating rate between 14000 
and 18000°C/min. This extreme heating rate is likely linked to the very rapid 
densification 
6.3.3.5 Low Current SiC:B4C 
Now we have a clear understanding of the process for the SiC:B4C composite at 
6A we can compare this behaviour to that at a lower current of 3A. By reducing 
the current one might expect the process would be slower and so more easily 
controlled. However, the actual process is much more complicated as can be seen 
from the microstructures in Figure 6.12. 
 






Figure 6.12 Micrographs and electrical data for CFS composite material at a lower current (3A) for a variety 
of times showing the progression of the process 
 
 





The reduction in thickness seen in Figure 6.12 is less rapid than in samples 
prepared at higher currents, as might be expected since a lower current means a 
lower temperature. However, the sample never achieved full density, and only 
zone 2 densified, and as time increased the pores in zone 3 actually grew in size. 
This can be seen more clearly in the high magnification images in Figure 6.13. 
This is hypothesized to be due to the different temperature gradient produced with 
a lower current. Due to the lower current there is less internal Joule heating and 
this lead to the sample mostly heating from the surfaces. If a dense crust formed 
that would seal in the porosity in the 3rd zone, which would explain why it did not 
densify even at the longest time sintering time 3s (actually 3.5s). 
 
Figure 6.13  High magnification micrographs of zone 3/2 in composite processed at (a) 2s and (b) 3s showing 
growth of large pores at longer times 
 
(b(a) 





 Pure B4C 
6.3.4.1 Microstructure 
Pure B4C is normally sintered at higher temperature than the composite as it does 
not form a liquid phase (melting point of B4C is ≈2450°C). Given this, one might 
expect the conditions required for CFS to be much harsher than for the composite. 
However, due to the unusual nature of arcs resistance, as mentioned earlier, the 
actual conditions used were the mildest of the materials trialled. From the 
microstructures shown in Figure 6.14, it is obvious that the material is very 
sensitive to time. Two seconds produced the best microstructure, 1s being too 
short to produce even modest densification and 3s producing bubbles from 
overheating in zone 3. Also, it is worth noting the absence of a zone 1, which was 
very clear in the composite. This is likely due to the increased stability of the 
surface phase. In the composite, zone 1 is obviously discoloured in the 
micrograph, due to preferential SiC evaporation leading to a B4C rich zone (Figure 
6.9(b)). This did not happen with pure B4C as the pure material has a higher 
melting point, and the surface was not melted by the arcs, making zone 1 and 2 
the same. Due to the rapid processing, just an extra half a second of current 
induced bubbles. The sintered region was also smaller. This might explain how a 
higher temperature material sintered faster at a similar power to the composite, 
because it had a higher effective power density. 






Figure 6.14 Cross section SEM micrographs and electrical data for pure B4C showing the progression of the 
sintering process. 
The B4C samples showed significantly different microstructure compared to the 
composite material, with spherical pores were visible at both low and high 





magnification. Using the FIB to etch the polished samples in Figure 6.15 revealed 
much greater grain growth than the composite. The reduced grain growth in the 
composite is likely due to the second phase acting as a barrier to grain growth. 
 
Figure 6.15 SEM micrographs of the pure B4C sample after 3s of CFSing: (a) Low magnification SEM 
micrograph, (b) high magnification micrograph of a relatively dense region, (c) the region shown in (b) after 
light etching using a FIB. 
6.3.4.2 Electrical Data 
A possible explanation for the more focused sintering might be found in the 





electrical properties of B4C, particularly the gradient of the temperature vs. 
electrical resistivity curve.  A steeper curve (higher temperatures significantly 
increase conductivity) should tend to cause the current to focus as the sample heats 
up. However, in this particular situation some interesting behaviour occurs. One 
might expect that if the conductivity of a sample increases it would heat up more, 
the same voltage and lower resistance means more power. The actual behaviour 
depends on the setting in the power supply. For a given voltage and current limit 
there is only one resistance that optimises the maximum heating, if the resistance 
is higher or lower less power is applied. So the effect of a change in resistance 
(due to temperature or other) depends on whether the PSU was in current or 
voltage limit mode. Considering the nonlinear arcs in series with the sample this 
situation is even more complicated. 
Looking at the literature data for electrical  behaviour for SiC B4C and 
composites179 180 is not particularly helpful as semiconductors like SiC and B4C 
are heavily dependent on  doping. Literature values can easily differ by an order 
of magnitude or more depending on the degree of doping (accidental or 
intentional). 
While the resistance of the CFS system (sample with preheating arcs in series) is 
not a reliable indicator of the resistance of the sample some useful information 
can still be extracted. Despite the difficulty of measuring the temperature, the 
general trend is higher temperate means lower resistance. The power supply is 
like a constant current source, this is not perfect approximation, but the PSU is 
definitely not a constant voltage. This means that the current will tend to focus 





into the centre region at the expense of the periphery. Once the centre is heated it 
has less resistance so current concentrates there, the PSU is in constant current 
mode, so the total current stays the same. This should result in the sintering 
process slowing at the edge of the sample as it progresses.  The fact that the 
measured power remains relatively constant implies that the arcs are 
compensating for the drop in sample resistance, so surface heating should 
increase. 
6.3.4.3 Incubation Period 
Given the interesting electrical properties of the pure B4C, a brief investigation 
was made into the preheating of the sample. For all of the samples discussed so 
far, when the flash voltage was applied the current immediately jumped to the set 
limit. This is in contrast to conventional flash sintering, which normally shows a 
significant delay between the application of the voltage and any significant current 
flow. In traditional flash sintering this behaviour has been explained by the small 
current flowing initially slowly heating the sample until it becomes significantly 
conductive i.e. thermal runaway. Recent work has shown the amount of 
incubation time is related to the sample temperature before applying the flash 
voltage8. To investigate this behaviour and to verify that both the contactless flash 
sintering setup and ceramic showed normal flash sintering behaviour, the setup 
was modified. To increase incubation time (so it is visible) the preheating 
temperature had to be reduced. For this, the separation between the preheating 
arcs and the sample was increased, the distance between the electrodes was 





increased to 16mm. With this arrangement the sample should have reached a 
lower stable temperature before the CFS power was applied. The exact 
temperature reached could not be verified as the measured value was very 
sensitive to thermocouple placement, and the thermocouple itself altered the 
temperature.  This change also made the flash sintering very unreliable with most 
of the samples failing to flash. 
 
 
Figure 6.16 Electrical data for low preheating pure B4C, showing incubation time 
By increasing the separation distance to 16mm an incubation period of 0.4s was 
visible in Figure 6.16. However a power spike was not visible. A spike in applied 
power is normally seen during the transition from a voltage to a current limit and 
is associated with an incubation period.  Even though the voltage dropped slightly 
once the current stared flowing it was not as dramatic as seen in traditional flash 





sintering161. This can be explained by the arc being in series with the sample and 
its resistance is likely to dominate the behaviour of the system. From this result it 
can be surmise that for all the other experiments (performed with 14mm 
separation) the preheating temperature was well above the flash sintering 
threshold (for the applied voltage). 
 Pure SiC 
Of the materials trialled, SiC proved to be the most challenging to CFS, and 
despite our best efforts refused to sinter. Perhaps that is to be expected, as even 
advanced processes like flash and FSPS require substantial pressure to achieve 
full density SiC 6,181. CFS is by its nature pressureless so even with the rapid 
heating rate is unlikely to sinter SiC. 
From the sequence shown in Figure 6.17, it is obvious that very little densification 
of SiC took place, as the sample did not thin. Closer inspection showed that the 
SiC merely sublimed and redeposited much like during pressureless 
recrystallization of SiC. This is a commercial process used to strengthen SiC parts 
without altering their dimensions. From Figure 6.17 the sequence of events can 
be reconstructed. As the sample heated up, SiC from the surface started to sublime 
forming larger pores and an open cell structure in zone 2. When the power was 
cut the surface cooled and SiC re condensed on the surface leaving a dense coating 
in zone 1. For longer processing times the sample heated up hot enough for 
sublimation to occur rapidly in the entire thickness of the sample176. Then material 





was lost to the surroundings as there was no cool region for SiC to redeposit and 
this lead to a thinning of the sample as seen in the 10s sample. The electrical data 
shows no obvious trends for voltage or current implying the arcs and sample 
resistance were both stable. 





Figure 6.17 Cross section micrographs and electrical data for pure SiC at various times 






This work demonstrates for the first time that contactless flash sintering is 
possible.  The absence of contacts provides great versatility to the FS process. It 
makes it possible to achieve continuous sintering, where the sample is set in 
relative motion with respect to plasma electrodes. Removing the need for 
electrodes also removes a process step, the application and removal of electrodes. 
The preheating of the arcs also does away with the need for a separate preheating 
furnace, which further streamlines the whole flash sintering process. 
The proposed methodology can be applied to flash sinter various refractory 
materials, within a certain range of electrical resistivity. Guidance for the selection 
of suitable plasma type was developed from earlier work in the field (plasma 
temperatures, plasma conductivities and maximum currents etc.). The most 
promising result was found starting from a SiC 50%wt B4C block with initial 
relative density of 65%. Contactless flash sintering produced a fully dense 
cylindrical region with a volume of 14mm3 in a discharge time of 3s with a current 
of 6A. Due to the particulars of experimental setup, the only value that can be 
used in comparison with the literature is the current density. This was calculated 
by taking the diameter of the sintered region and the flash sintering current. The 
current density was 0.6A/mm2 for pure SiC (recrystallized microstructure), 
0.3A/mm2 for SiC B4C (fully dense) and 0.32A/mm2 for pure B4C (nearly full 
density). A rough estimate of the heating rate was in the order of 14000-
18000°C/min, which is even higher than those reported for flash sintering8,182. 





Unsurprisingly with such high power densities the microstructure was found to be 
very dependent on the discharge time. 
  





Chapter 7. Summary and Future Work 
 Summary 
This work has focused on understanding the effects of passing an electric current 
through ceramics and the resulting changes at the microstructural level. This was 
with the hope of finding new ways to exploit these ECE phenomena.  Electrical 
current is passed through ceramics in various industrial process as surveyed in 
Chapter 2. Various ECE have been proposed as explanations for the differing 
behaviour in these processes. Plasma and electromigration/electrochemistry were 
found to be the most clear cut examples of ECEs and can drastically alter a 
material’s processing e.g. EDM and Anodic bonding. However there are lots of 
processes that were not designed to exploit a particular ECE and in many of these 
processes the actual contribution of current is likely to be just Joule heating. To 
further develop the field of ECEs in ceramics it is important to be able to isolate 
and verify a particular ECE’s contribution / existence. For electromigration / 
electrochemistry the prerequisite is that the material is an ionic conductor at the 
processing conditions. This can usually be found in literature or experimentally 
by impedance spectroscopy. For electrochemical changes the voltage must exceed 
the standard electrode potential of the reaction (which can be found in literate). 
The situation with plasma contributions is much more complicated and was the 
focus of Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 4 the main value was not in proving that there is no plasma in SPS, as 





there was already significant evidence of this. Instead it laid in creating more 
general guidelines to the conditions required for plasma ignition and stability. This 
was possible by drawing parallels with arcing electrical contacts, which already 
exists a wealth of experimental data and usable models. Plasma is an inherently 
complex material and is not often studied by material scientists, but it is often 
proposed as a possible explanation for abnormal results. This work helps to rule 
out some of these spurious claims. Some useful guidelines are that the breakdown 
of gas between particles cannot occur below 100V no matter the pressure or how 
close the particles are (except in truly abnormal situations). Arcing or any other 
plasma is very unlikely to occur below 10V, between 10-20V it is dependent on 
the material being processed. Glow discharge is unlikely to occur at atmospheric 
pressure with dc (unless a special electrode geometry or PSU is used). 
Experiments were done to verify plasma formation in powder compacts as this is 
the case in the early stages of all sintering techniques.  Due to the requirement for 
<10V to be applied across a contact the actual voltage required to form plasma in 
a powder was found to be much higher (50V). This was because there was 
significant voltage drop through the powder compact. Contact pressure was also 
found to play an important role. To apply 50V across a powder compact the 
current required is proportion to the resistance of the powder which is a function 
of contact pressure. To minimise Joule heating low compression pressure was 
used to give a high resistance compact. 
Optical spectroscopy was also found to be an excellent tool to investigate plasma 
emission as it easily separates black body radiation from plasma emission. 





Spectroscopy also allows characterisation of the materials constituting the arc. In 
this case the powder material was clearly ionized in the arc and there were signs 
that surface contaminates were also vaporised.  Fibre optic probes also allow in 
situ data collection, making them an excellent tool to experimentally verify the 
existence of plasma in practically any experimental equipment. 
As mentioned earlier electromigration/electrochemistry and plasma were 
identified as having the greatest potential to alter materials and so experiments 
were designed to exploit both of these effects to produce novel processing 
techniques. 
In Chapter 5 electromigration was exploited to alter the oxidation rate of 
zirconium diboride. However, the technique is potentially applicable to a vast 
array of materials. The technique exploits the oxygen pumping capabilities of 
oxide ceramics (zirconia in this case) to pump oxygen away from the oxidizing 
surface. This is of particular significance for UHTCs as it offers a way to increase 
the operating temperature of materials in air beyond the limit of conventional 
oxide scales. This is vital for UHTCs as the there are no oxide scales that function 
as effective oxygen barriers above 2000°C. In this work diboride was heated to 
1200°C to produce a thin (120µm) oxide layer to avoid shorting the PSU. This 
was then heated at 1400°C for 5hrs, without an applied field this resulted in a 
360µm scale growing. However if 10V 100mA was applied (through platinum 
electrodes on the surface) during oxidation the oxide only grew to 150µm, a 
significant reduction. This technique has some drawbacks not least the need for 
platinum electrodes on the surface. 





With the earlier work done on understanding plasma and the increasing academic 
and commercial interest in flash sintering (a possible electromigration 
phenomena) an attempt was made to merge these interests. This was achieved by 
construct a CFS setup using plasma as the electrodes. The CFS setup was 
constructed using two plasma electrodes (made from TIG welding torches) each 
with their own ac power supply. A third flash power supply was connected 
between the two electrodes. The arc electrodes heated the porous sample (1.8mm 
thick 65% dense) up to 1400°C in 5s at which point the samples became 
sufficiently conductive and the flash power supply was switched on. Various 
materials were tested but reasonable results were only found using refractory 
ceramics as otherwise the arcs melted/sublimed the samples. SiC, B4C and 
SiC:B4C 50:50 were all sintered using this CFS setup. However, the SiC did not 
sinter, but just sublimed forming recrystallized SiC, even after 10s at 10A 
(0.6A/mm2). B4C produced significant densification with the best results were 
seen with 4A for 2s (0.32A/mm2). The most impressive sample was the SiC:B4C 
composite, which achieved 14mm3 of fully dense material in 3s with 6A 
(0.3A/mm2). There was limited grain growth and no segregation. This was a world 
first for flash sintering and has the potential to create continuous sintering of 
ceramics. 
Taken together this work shows the untapped potential for ECEs in ceramic 
processing to go from being an academic curiosity to an exploitable foundation 
for developing new and novel processing techniques. 





 Future Work 
With the result of this work and other publications on the topic, the question of 
plasma in SPS is generally considered closed. However, the same technique used 
in this work could be used to investigate the case of plasma in other ECAS 
processes. Capacitor discharge is a very likely candidate for plasma formation as 
the high voltages and currents make the formation of plasmas much more likely. 
While spectroscopy can confirm the existence of plasma and even give some 
properties about it (temperature and composition) that alone does not give a full 
picture. Significant work would be needed to understand how the plasma might 
interact with the sintering process. In fact plasma might actually be a hindrance 
as it is likely to lead to inhomogeneity in the sample. 
The work on reducing the rate of oxidation in zirconium diboride (Chapter 5) had 
some significant issues that will likely prevent this technique from being used in 
practice. The need for a surface electrode being the prime one, as for high 
temperatures platinum is the best choice. While the possibility of using HF and 
exotic waveforms/PSUs to overcome this was proposed, it was ultimately 
considered unfeasible. The effect on oxidation is just one example of how 
electromigration can be exploited in unexpected ways. For example 
electromigration could potentially be used in the field of electroceramics to 
modify defect structures in functional ceramics. 
Flash sintering shows the most promise for development as there is clear academic 
interest in flash sintering (given the constant stream of publications) and 





commercial interest with lucideon’s pilot plant. While the experimental setup 
developed in Chapter 6 showed significant success, it could only process a limited 
amount of material in one go. There were also significant issues with material 
compatibility and the arc electrodes. However, these are all issues that could be 
improved with a more refined experimental setup. As discussed in Chapter 6.2 
there are many way to produce plasma and for sintering different materials 
different plasma could be used. If lower current/ higher voltages were used, e.g. 
to sintering more resistive materials like zirconia, then glow discharge would be 
a better choice. It would also provide a way to achieve densification over the entire 
surface, but this would likely require a low pressure chamber. A simpler way to 
increases the utility of the CFS process would be to develop some kind of X-Y 
stage to move the samples through the plasma electrodes. This would allow 
sintering of larger parts and possibly in a continuous fashion. It would also be of 
academic interest to develop some way to measure the temperature of the sample 
during processing, but this has proven difficult with conventional flash sintering. 
The only techniques used successfully are from modelling or the use of in situ 
XRD to detect the associated lattice thermal expansion. 
In summary, there are many ECEs that could be exploited to produce novel and 
unique processing techniques, and the groundwork to understand them has 
already been laid. The interest in flash sintering has massively increased the work 
being done to understanding at every level what happens inside a ceramic as it 
passes electric current. One can only hope that this will lead to new or improved 
ceramics processing methods. 
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